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Infrastructure 
the great constructed pattern 
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and networks 

that course across the land 
sets the underlying 

circumstances of our daily lives.
Landscape, too,

is a constructed pattern, 
a way of seeing the context

in which we live.
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Landscape paintings, whether majestically 
wrought with towering storms over mighty land 
fonns or delicately inscrihed with mytliic figures 
prancing through the meadows in a pastoral 
dream, have l>ecome a part of the mental structure 
through which we process our perceptions. Sum- 
monings from other media, like Strawberry Fields 
Forever ami the Worldwitle V\ eh, similarly 
beckon us towards differing visions of our rela
tions to each other and to nature.

We need t<i keep alert to the implications of 
structured perceptions, to he cautious le.st thev lead 
us too easily along paths that no longer infonn 
about our real circumstances. It is prudent to force 
ourselves {>eriodit'ally to step aside and wonder 
whether the patterns of image and thought with 
which we surround ourselves serve to enlighten or 
to ol)SCure, w hether they fashion effective ways of 
viewing the world or deflect our attention away 
from things that should he carefully considered.

Landscape, whether experienced through 
images or along highways and wandering paths, or 
as forms inscrihed in the earth, has remained, until 
recently, the medium through which wc most rea<l- 
ily imaginc<l the w orkings of nature. Growth and 
decay, tran.sforniation and disruption, the ftision of 
materials into new forms, have been rendered pic
turesque and digestible, dteir balanced shapes and 
colors cultivated for appreciation. Despite the large 
component of human cultivation and constniction 
that underlies most landscape scenes (even the 
Colorado River was tem|H)rarily releasctl from 
control this year so that flooding w'aters could 
restore nutrients to the soil of the Cirand Canyon) 
the works of liumans have generally been imagined 
to be set in o[)position to the landscape.

Conversely, the infrastructure that has been 
built upon the land to make it habitable for com
munities has l>een separately conceived: lines draw n 
across a map, then towering constructions that 
string j>ower from here to far away there, structures

that gather and control the flow of rivers and 
channels that transport objects and people, sub
jecting them to defined piirjjose and the demands 
of the market. WTiereas “nature” has been ren
dered as fecund, dynamic and infiiiitelv'varied, 
infrastructure has been cast in the mode of single- 
minded determination, drawn out through the 
structures of engineering; pipelines, canals, dams 
arcing across valleys, freeway channels and wires 
propped above the land. Lines have been the 
medium of control.

(iraduallv we are coming to sec these linearly 
conceived structures dissolve intt) interacti\ e 
ecologies or multiply into networks that l>ehave 
in a very different way. dispersing ami combining 
rather than collecting and separating energies, 
movenienLs, resources and information. In the end 
the Web may not absorb us into itself, but serve, 
rather, as a metaphor that w'ill help us to see the 
world and the constnicts we make within it in a 
more multiple, more “natiirar way.

In this issue we explore some of the diverse 
implications of looking to landscape and infra
structure as interwoven, recipmeal concepts. Fhe 
suggestions and examples included here, multi
plied and extended, can lead to the forming of 
cities, systems and artworks that more aptly repre
sent the conditions in w hich our lives take place.

We are particularly pleased to include a place 
debate on the outcome of one such proposal, the 
Phoenix Public Art Master Plan, which we first 
reported in Placesin 1988. W'illiani Alorrish, 
C^atherine Brown and Grover Alouton prepared 
a plan for relating the location and funding of art
works to infrastnicture improvements that were to 
he created in the landscape-citxscape of Phoenix. 
'Hie outcome is mixed, the outreach exemplary.

— Donlya Lyndov
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SPEAKING OF PLACES

Serendipity on the Schuylkill: The Fairmount Waterworks Heather Hood

View of tfie Waterworks from 
the Schuylkill River. Courtesy 
Mark B. Thompson Associates.

Philadelphia’s Waterworks is a unique case ofa 
civic place being born from urban infrastructure 
needs. .Although Its function has changcti many 
times and it has suffered from a lack of consistent 
maintenance, the VV^aterworks remains embedded 
in many Philadelphians’ image of their city. I'oday, 
people who see the Waterworks’ potential and 
beauty are struggling to define a new generation 
of public uses that best adapt to the architecture 
and the diversity of people who could enjoy it.

The Waterworks played a significant role in 
Philadelphia’s transfoniiation from an artisan to 

manufacturing economy. The city established a 
Watering Committee in 1798 after it had sufferetl 
two yellow' fever epidemics and because it lacked 
a reliable source of water for putting out fires. 
The committee found that city wells were conta
minated by cesspools and that an entirely new 
system needed to be engineered.

Fairmount Park

^ Philadelphia Art

Benjamin Franklin 
^Parkway

>
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The first buildings were finished in 1815 anti 
sen’cd as Philadelphia’s primary pumping station 
until 1911, supplying up to five million gallons 
ot water daily. The \\ aterw orks drew in water 
from the adjaeent Schuylkill River, purified it 
anti pumped it to the adjacent Fair Mount, from 
which it flowed by gravity throughout the city. 
The compound evolved as the machinerv evolved 
from steam engines to waterwheels to turbines. 
I'he New Mill House was constnicted from i86y 
to 1862 and the Old .Mill House was renovated 
from 1868 to 1872.

The M'aterworks’ tlesigners and superinten
dents, Frederick (Jraff, Sr., and Frederick Graff. 
Jr., always envisioned the Waterworks as a civic 
and educative place ami found wavs to incor|X)- 
rate public access to its grounds and structures. 
Paintings from the nineteenth eentury depict 
people strolling around and within the Water
works, rowing, hiking and picnicking. It was 
popular with the bourgeois Philadelphians, trav
eling businessmen, tourists, ice skaters, painters 
and lovers for many years, It even served as a 
steamboat terminal. By the 1880s, however, the 
city decided that filtration at other sites would 
be more efficient and reliable and stopped main
taining the Waterworks. By 1911, Schuylkill 
River water was far too polluted to be a source 
for the facility, which was decommissioned.

From 1911 to 1962, the Waterworks was used 
as one of the first aquariums in the country. In 
1974, the Junior League (a local civic group) led 
a fundraising campaign to restore and preser\ e 
the main structures before they collapsetl. Since 
then, the W’atering (!oinmittee,Juni()r League 
mcml)ers, Philadelphia’s W’ater Department, 
the Fainnouni Parks (^ommi.ssion and various 
individuals have been seeking a way to revive 
the \\’aterworks as a great place. Currently, a 
restaurant occupies the Engine House and an 
interpretive center occupies the Old Mill House.

Julius Blen. View of fairmount 
Waterworks from the iarrriing, 
1867. Courtesy Philadelphia 
Museum of Art. Collection of 
S. Robert Teitelman

During the twentieth centur)’, many activities 
have found a home in various parts of the Water
works: the aquarium, restavirant and interpretive 
center; a swimming pool, a cafe and a storage 
place for the W aterworks’ own architectural ele
ments. Teens hang out there, rollerbladcrs meet 
there, people fish there. V\e know that something 
must be special about the V\aterworks if it has 
remained a chfjice kissing sptJt for two centuries.

The Allure of the Waterworks

Wliat about the W'^aterworks allows it to he so 
many things? .Moreover, w hat has compelled 
people to rally for its preservation and reuse for 
almost a century?

Visiting the \\ aterworks, one feels a sense of 
comfort, security and {X)ssihility\ The site, chosen 
so the Waterworks would be close to river water 
and Fair .Mount, offers Ixjth a sense of seclusion 
and opportunities for expansive views, The winds 
are mild; the afterruHm sun is warm; the sounds 
of the river create a gentle beat; and the varied 
architectural spaces and niches invite discovery. 
There is no one way to see and know the place;



an old schoolmate thought it was an abandoned 
theater house; someone else I talked to was sure it 
was the first boathouse. WTiile each had seen it but 
never been to it, each imputed to it a civic identity.

Today the Waterworks' original 
machinery is open to view. 
Courtesy Heather Hood.

Current Intentions, Potential Alternatives 

The VV'aterw (»rks has again sparked people’s imag
inations, this time to preserve the place. The 
current Watering Committee is assembling funds 
in hopes of finding new functions for the W ater- 
works. Determining a program is difficult for 
many reasons. Much of the site lies within a loo- 

year-flood plain, there is little parking nearby 
and there will be difficulties with handicapped 
accessihiliu' and safety’.

One challenge is to strike a balance between 
the V\'ale^^vork.s’s stature, which derives from its 
history, architecture and location, and its humble 
scale. The renovated Waterworks should also 
be accessible and attractive to its neighlwrs, as 
should any hK.-al project financed largely with 
public funds (Sa million from the city and $2.^ 
million from the state).*

Nearby development projects will strengthen 
the W aterworks’s imp<jrtance at the civic and 
community sc'ales. ITic Schuylkill River Develop
ment Council is developing a riverfront park that 
will lead from the Waterworks to South Street.
Six thousand people (two thirds of them minori
ties) already live in this area; the conversion 
of the National Publishing Building into condo
miniums and construction of new homes nearby 
will bring in even morc.^

'I'he Brown I’hompson CJroup, a development 
and architecture finn, brought the project to the 
fore three years ago by pro{«)sing that the W'^ater- 
works l>e used for an OKiiipic training center.
The idea wa.s rooted in the love many people in 
the area have for rowing and, after it was criticized 
for being Uk) exclusive, evolved to include a men
toring program for inner-city kids. Still, to many

one can l<K>k down upon it, walk through it or 
see it, as most people do, from expressways 
across the river.

The Graffs infused the \\'aterworks with 
civic meaning by using the Greek Revival Sty'le, 
signifying deinoeracv and Philadelphia’s gound- 
ing ideals of egalitarianism and humanism.
They included human-scaled elements such as 
balconies, pavilions, promenades, gazebos and 
sculptures, and they ineluded platforms from 
which people could ol).servc the turbines at work 
and experience this great technological achieve
ment. Imagine if our local power stations, televi
sion newsrooms and manufacturing plants were 
similarly conceived and explored.

As Philadelphia has matured, the location has 
become fixed in Center (niy’s grand plan. The 
W'atcrworks now nestles between two prominent 
city landmarks, the Philadelphia .Art Museum and 
Boathouse Row. All three sit at one end of the 
Benjamin Franklin Parkway, a diagonal boulevard 
that leads from City I lall past institutions like the 
pul>lic librar)’, the Franklin Institute, the Natural 
Historv'Museum and the Rodin Maseum.

People often assume the W'atcrworks is a civic 
place. My brother thought it was a mini-museum;

«>LACES10:3



Far left: A cafe operated on the 
terrace in the 1970s. Courtesy 
Mark B. Thompson Associates. 
Left:: Children attending the 
Philadelphia Water Depart
ment's summer camp at the 
Waterworks. Courtesy Philadel
phia Water Department Inter
pretive Center.

people, rowers mentoring children from inner-city 
Philadelphia seemed to be an improbable idea.

The architecture and history of the Water
works offer simple lessons. The Waterworks’ 
future should be pondered through a public and 
local debate, rather than the proposals of a com
mittee or hired profe.ssiona]s. The architecture 
and the program should be civic, educative and 
allow for further evolution.

Many types of spaces remain in the Water
works (open, broken-up, small, large, above and 
below water levels, grouped, independent, slen
der, wide, indoor and outdoor), suggesting that it 
can accommodate the multiple activities that 
are characteristic of contemporary community 
centers and the multiple demands of diverse 
urban communities.

A number of activities immediately come to 
mind: artists in residence spaces for visiting artists 
or art scholars through a museum program, a 
crafts museum, an architectural education facility, 
offices and shared meeting space for nonprofits in 
the arts and education, a conflict management 
headquarters for local companies and organiza
tions, a facility for public and private celebrations

(company picnics, weddings, graduation parties, 
sunmier solstice festivals, Kwansa festivals, rowers’ 
rock-a-thons, rap contests and poetry slams), 
a restorative center and bath house, an affordable 
gym, an outdoor market (including food and 
crafts) during the warmer months and the rowing 
season. There must be many more.

The most powerful potential for The Water
works lies in the convergence of the great 
desire to save it and the great needs nearby.
If the Watering Committee and its consultants 
continue to develop an inclusive process to 
learn what those needs are, their dreams to save 
the place will more likely become reality, and 
the place will be even more widely cherished.

Notes
1. "Works in Progress; Two 
Visionaries Push a Grand 
Plan to Save the Showpiece 
on the Schuylkill: The 
Historic, Picturesque, 
Dilapidated Waterworks,” 
Pbiladelphia Inquirer Maga
zine (20 November 1994), n.
2. AlanJ. Heavens, “Schuylkill 
Park Ready to Bloom,”
The Philadelphia Inquirer.

I listorical references 
from Jane Mnrk Gibson, 
“Fairmount Waterworks,” 
Philadelphia Museum of 
Art Bulletin 84:}6o-36i 
(Philadelphia: Philadelphia 
Museum of Art, 1988).
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Background: Eastern Washing
ton landscape PhoWffaphs 
courtesy Gary L StrM9 unless 
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infrastructure and Landscape

Iti 1964, cultural historian Leo Marx wrote The
Machine in the Garden, which explores an inherent
^contradiction in the American ideolog)- of space.

1' ree economic competition and technological
■progress are valued equally with the tradition of
landscape pastoralism; thus, Marx ol>served, in our

^-landscape the machine is accommodated in the
Ngarden. Todaj’ it is fair to say that the machine is

Inot so much in the garden as it is indistinguishable
i' from the garden; they are inexorably intertwined.

California was once a land of flash floods and
^^drought, hut most of the state has been trans-

'ormed into a huge catchment basin, where water
[flow is monitored from I .ake Shasta to the Mexi-

■ an border. Most California rivers have been
removed from their beds and flow directly into
vv aier treatment plants and irrigation canals that

•nstitute the only visible, architectural com|>o-( <I

IK nts ol a system that interfaces with ever)' habit
able space in the state.

In Los Angeles, the stnicture of the Los Ange
les River is indistinguishable from the urban and

r^toiilcniial structure of the city. If Angelenos
jknow their city has a river, it may be because it has
Ihicii featured in chase scenes in movies like Grease

Above; Missouri River Valley. 
Right: Water from the California 
AquediKt is piped across the 
Tehachapi Mountains before 
reaching Los Angeles.

and lennim/tor Two. A member of the California 
assembly actually pro|M)sed using the river l>ed to 
cart)’ a car|KDol lane in the tlry season.

One needs to know that Los Angeles has 470 
miles of concrete-lined channels in order to 
reclaim the meaning of the term “L.A. basin.
The river is a huge storm drain that carries rain
water from the Santa Monica and San Ciabriel 
Mountains to the Pacific Ocean; much of the 
rainwater never even touches soil. A.s the Los 
Angeles basin has been covered with rooves, 
roads ami parking lots, the land has lost its capac
ity to absorb water and the increased nmoff has 
overloaded the system.

Fhe jfotential these infrastructure systems 
have for perfonning the additional function of 
.shaping architectural and urban form is largely 
unrealized. They have an inherent spatial and 
functional order that can serve as the raw materia! 
of architectural design or establish a local identity 
that has a tangible relationship to the region. 
They can be designed with a formal clarity that 
expresses their importance to society^ at the same 
time creating new layers of urban landmarks, 
spaces ant! connections.
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tralian tea trees, C^inarv Island pines, Burmese 
honeysuckle and so on). Since the ’50s, the whole 
thing has been supported by a horticultural heart 
and lung machine made up of irrigation pop- 
ups, electric timers, fossil-based fertilizers anti 
the associated blowers and weed wackers.
If we pulled the plug, much ol this landscape 
would disappear in a few months.

Despite this reliance on the constructed land
scape, our culture’s response to the disniptions 
of infrastructure has largely been one of denial, 
rather than reverence. Designers have most often 
been chargetl witlt hiding, screening aiul cosmeti
cally mitigating infrastnicrure. in order to main
tain the image of the untouched natural surroutul- 
ings of an earlier era. They are rarely asked to 
consider infrastructure as an i>pportunity, as a fun- 
ilamcntal component of urban and regional form.

.-Vs early as 1924. social critic Lew is Mumtord 
castigatetl modern architects tor romanticising 
new technologies while ignoring the potential 
for making civil architecture from the important, 
everv’day elements of the cit\’, such as w ater towers 
and subways. lie attacke<l the Cit\' Beautiful

W'lnle the architecture of water systems pr<j- 
vides the most easily umiersiood 4)pportimities lor 
architects, there are corollaries lorstcam, natural 
gas, electricity, sewage, oil and telecommunica
tions. I'.ach of these constitutes a netw ork as com
plex as a river system; each has the unrealized 
potential to perfonn multiple uses.

The tendentw to engineer fora single pur|M)se 
is also apparent in horticuluire. (Jenede engineer
ing and cloning of plant materials has emphasized, 
primarilv, visual characteristics while breetling 
out tlesirahle qualities such as resitance to disease 
and drought and tolerance to local soils.

Plants have become unfamiliar to insects and 
wilillife. Parks and ganlens may seem a ininor 
consideration, hut taken collectivelj-, we are 
huiUling large areas ol a new habitat that is essen
tially sterile in terms of its ability to suj>pori the 
biological diversitv' necessan' for human lile.
'I'his new habitat is a mixed suburban forest tliat 
consists of a cominunitv’ of plants assenihied from 
around the world and is guaranteed to con found 
any imligemnis filant or animal that tries to colo
nize it (.\frican daisies, Japanese maples, Aus

r
JTtl i mi

■

Above: Oil fields near 
McKittrick, California.
Below: Fuel tanks and electric 
power station at the NASA 
Ames Research Center in 
Mountain View, California.



Kurope. Plumliers were the pioneers of cleanli
ness at the end of the pre-imiustrial age, when 
people c<Hikl still remember that the earth was 
swept hy plagues that traveled thousands of miles 
before their forces were spent. In 1898, Viennese 
architect .\dolph I,(k)s obser\’ed that the plumber 
brings cirilization.

/Vs the statue “Merciir)’, I'he (ienius of Klectric- 
tit)'" was l>eing mounted on the top of the AT&'F 
headquarters in New York in 1916, the street below 
told a dramatically different stor)-. Romantic 
images that depicted the l>enefits of technology’ 
contrastetl with the tnessy process of retrofitting 
cities to accrmimodate an overwhelming tangle of 
pipes and wires — which often laid claim to op>en 
sjiace formerly reserved for |K.’ople. The dtv was 
undergoing a hindamental. systemic change as 
energy ftJnnerly prtKhiced by human labor was 
being generatetl or collected in remote areas and 
carrietl into the city from the surrounding region.

In >947, W’PA w riter Harry C»ranick identified 
the dawn of a new era of biological complexiU' in 
engineering. I le authored Umknieath Sew York, 
the first book to describe the amitomy of a modern 
city using the metaphor of the human hotly. I he 
book conveys his sense of wontler at the hitiden 
stnicture that converts natural resources into the 
energy that makes urban culture possible.^

(Jranick’s New York rested on a foumlation of 
tangletl plumbing as deep as the Chry'sler Building 
is high. On the top lay a three-inch mat of asphalt, 
beneath that ten inches of concrete. Below that, 
a few inches of soil soaks up chemic'als from the 
street. In the next three inches are the wires — 
telephone, electric, street light and fire alarm.
Cias lines lay antither foot below, water mains are 
four feet deep, steam pi|K‘s puff away six feet under. 
Sewer pipes are above the subw ay vaults, w hich 
vary from a few feet to eighteen stories deep. VV'ater 
tunnels, running between 200 and 800 feet deep, 
occupy the farthest man-built depths.

'I'here are two ironies about this infrastructure 
of biological complexity. First, the system is so 
complicated that it has begun to take on qualities 
of nature itselfand, therefore, presents the same 
threat of random catastrophe that nature does. 
Infrastructure, like nature, is resilient and adapt
able. but it is also unpredictable and uncontrollable.

niovemeni for obscuring important stnictunil and 
social developmients saying that beautification w as 
equivalent to “the icing on a birthday cake” that 
“detracts from the realism needed for the colossal 
task of the renovation of the city.”' 'I'oilay we are 
still masking a system of infrastructure vastly and 
iinpracticallv exp>amlecl lieyond the bouiularies 
of the city, multiplying the task of maintenance 
ami renovation beyond comprehension.

Infrastructure often over
whelms the amenity It If 
meant to provide.
Left: Sidewalks often crowd 
street trees, sometimes with 
unexpected results.
Right; Temporary vents for 
underground steam conduits 
disrupt surface movement 
in New York.

From Heroism to Biological Complexity 

It) rcgartl infrastructure as a legitimate field for 
regional architecture, it helps to understand the 
periods of civil engineering have transpired in 
the last two centuries.

The first /Vmcrican school of engineering was 
started at the U..S. Military Academy in 1802. The 
.Army C^irjis of F.ngineers, which is responsible 
for waterw ay design in the U.S., was founded at 
that time. I'he school was started witli the aid of 
French engineers who had helped during the 
Revolutionary War. I'Vom them, we inherited ihe 
idea, dating to Louis XIV', that a nation needs an 
army to direct public works.

Beginning in the 1850s was the heroic period 
ot bridge and dam building, which culminated 
in the great projects of the W'orLs Progress 
/Vdminisiration, which integrated engineering, 
architecture, agriculture and the arts and was 
memorialized in Hiego Rivera’s murals.

lb be an engineer l>etween 1850 and 1950 w as 
to participate in a great adventure, to lead the 
crusade for health and progress that correspond- 
etl to the high period of modem architecture in

'Man's own cramped- 

together creations, any

thing from underground 

sewage systems and 

subways to a badly 

hem-med-in sky over

head, irritatingly criss

crossed by a maze of 

electric wires, should not 

prove as inescapable as 

fate. Lightning and the 

plague, once so formida

ble, have been countered 

by proper measures; must 

we then here find our

selves helpless? Must we 

remain victims, strangled 

and suffocated by our 

own design?*

— Richard Neutra, in 

Survival Through Design.
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"For even as your brain, 

nerves, heart, lungs 

and stomach are hidden 

from view, so it is with 

the City. Its nervous 

system, the vital organs 

which provide it with 

heat, water, light and 

air, its intestines, which 

like yours, eliminate its 

wastes, its great arteries 

of rapid transit, which, 

carry its stream of life 

to all ends of its body, 

all these and more that 

make it possible for eight 

million people to live 

together, are out of sight 

under the pavements 

and waterways."

— Harry Granick, in 

Underneath New York

It is well known that a simple broken water 
main in Manhattan can tri^er what is known in 
ea)logical circles as a “feedback liKjp.” 'I'he prob
lem is directed back into the system, resulting in 
additional and inagniried effects. In July, 1995, a 36- 
inch diameter water main carrying three million 
gallons per day erupted from l)eneath the asphalt 
on 34th Street, turning Seventh Avenue into a river 
that flowed to Greenwich Milage. \\ ater drained 
into subway ventilation grilles, shutting down two 
lines, forcing pedestrians to the streets and causing 
power outages. In extreme cases, technological 
malftinction can have catastrophic results. In April, 
1992, the sewers ofCiuadalajara fdled w ith prop-ane 
and exploded, leveling 25 square city blocks and 
leaving i 9,000 homeless.

The second irony is that the support system 
occupies so much space that it overwhelms the 
amenity it was intended to provide. 'I'he public 
realm and natural areas have become repositories 
for meters, transfonners and zones of access to 
buried conduit networks. Anyone w ho has peered 
into an urban street during con.stniction will need 
no explanation to comprehend the difficulty of 
finding an uninternipted volume of soil large 
enough to support a tree for the seven to twenty 
years that now constitutes its average life span.

scapes were nothing more than the irrigation, 
domestic water .supply, sanitary sewer and fiiiod 
control systems of the time. These landsca|)es 
allowed the workings of nature to be revealed in 
the urban setting.

'I'he technology of a pre-industrial urban 
fountain maintained, by necessity, a legible con
nection to a watershed. \t a tiny Inca village in 
Peru, a manmade fountain was the ordering 
system for the town. Agricultural terraces tcnik 
their form from a bowl in the topography while an 
elaborate stair and fountain connected a temple at 
the top with a compact cluster of houses ami stor
age buildings l>elow. The fountain intercepted 
the flow of the tirainage beyond w ith a series of 
stepping water basins, whose volume could he 
retained or released depending on the seasonal 
flow. The logic of the watershed was evident 
within the context of the city.

In contemporary American cities, the hydrol
ogy of the place has been largely ignored. Drain
age systems have been put underground unneces
sarily or channelized with concrete, erasing the 
visual and spatial logic of the region. C^ontempo- 
rary fountains, which are loops of recirculating 
chlorinated water that o|>erate independent of 
rainfall and gravity, need to lie replaced with foun
tains tliat have nature ilriven, seasonal variations.

A place’s hj drology should l>e part of the basic 
annature of the urban form. Water treatment

Infrastructure, Architecture and Landscape 

Utilitarian intrusions — which often result in dis
turbed landscapes, defaced retrofitted buildings 
and the erasure of nature that we have come to 
accept as the everyday urban and regional land
scape — are actually opportunities. Designers can 
generate meaningful new architectural, urban 
and regional forms by integrating the works of 
the estranged disciplines of architecture, civil 
and structural engineering, landscape architec
ture and biology.

An examination of pre-industrial cities shows 
that some of their most profoundly moving land

liiMt: A Moorish wall built 
with Roman technology at the 
Alhambra. Granada. Spain. 
Background: Kiwi virtes r>ear 
Woodiartd California.
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I'lehls perform more than the single function of 
pnxlucing foo«l; they can also he |K.TColaiion 
fields, fhKHlplains or flyways for migrating geese 
tliat fertili7.e the earth. Buildings, likewise, can be 
elements of infrastnicture that contribute to 
stable nattiral ecosystem; they can they occupy 
niore than one niche simultaneously.

1 lf>rticultural practices also need to he 
revamped to incoi*}M)rate the coinm{)n-sense atti
tudes of small farmers who use materials at hand 
to solve complex technical anti horticultural proh- 
lenis in an efficient and beautiful manner. Nature 
is being severely altered and we need new, legible 
models t<» illustrate how nature currently works 
and does not work — intertwineil, such as it is, 
with architecture. We must find ways to allow the 
natural landscape and the lamlscapct)finfrastnic- 
turc, which occupy the same space, to coexist anil 
perform multiple functions.

In C^alifornia, this means planting more Mon
terey Cypress in the fog l>elt. more oaks and 
grasses in the hot interior. It also means under- 
staniling that a western urban landscape is better 
informed by an Islamic courtxard in Spain than 
hv the green F.nglish countrysiile. This was a 
principle not lost on Frederick Law Olmstctl. who 
demonstrated his iinderstamling of regional varia
tion with his site plan for the Stanford campus, 
which includeii arcadetl courryanls anil a dry oak 
woiKlIand landscajK. 'I'he fragmentation of the 
building process into so manv iliffcrent disciplines 
has led to a gross simplification of the issues 
involved in building.

In the earlier part of the century architects 
were more optimistic alumt expressing utilities, 
buildings and highways as legitimate com|K>nents 
of a larger system. Frank Lloyti W'right, raised on 
a farm and trained as an engineer, demonstrted 
an uncommon understanding ol structure and 
nature. 'laliesin W'est is sited adjacent to a seasonal 
desert wash that provided a full range of sands and 
gravel for his masonry and supplies water for 
domestic use (stored in a tower) and firefighting 
(stored in a central garden basin). Russian con
structivist Iakov Fehernikov developed a language 
based on the new spatial |x»ssihilities ol techno
logical expansion. 1 le produced exuberant archi
tectural com|M)sitions from building types we have

plants should he designed to accomodate visitors 
and to demonstrate appropriate site design and 
water use. Sewage plants are magnificent sources 
of nutrients, w hich could he collected and ex
pressed in landsca|>es that could rival the great 
gardens of the renaissance.

Significant sources, paths and transition jxtints 
of our collectively owned resources should be 
made legible in the landsc'ape. 'Fhev can comprise 
an alternative system of urban and regional land
marks that replace those that glorify- the transitory- 
economic prowess of indiviiluals and companies.

In Sunoi, Calif., a water temple marks the 
place w here water piped from San Francisco's 
I letch I letchy Reservoir, more than too miles 
away, surfaces before passing into (^ry'sta! Springs 
Reservoir, where it is stored for domestic use. 
'Fhis logic could he applied to all the great utili
ties. Oil, steam and natural gas lines shoulil he 
marked at significant liK-ations, such as their 
source ami the |M>int at which they enter the city, 
with structures that make their functions, and 
important positions in society, legible. A huge 
natural gas line could l>c marked with an eternal 
flame that announces the number of miles the 
gas has traveled. Invisible communications tech
nologies chould he expressed at transfer points.

The biggest immediate gains can he made in 
the renovation ofsingle-puqxwe utilities. The 
reconsmiction of urban drainage sy-stems, for 
example, can provide networks of ojK*n space 
shared bv people and working biological systems 
at little additional cost, lb reduce the loads on 
drainage systems, many regions (such as Los 
Angeles, where proposals are already on the table) 
will eventually require that water l>e retained on 
site in basins, gardens and cisterns, from which it 
will soak directly back into the earth. (Compare 
this approach to the recently adopted proposal l)y 
the Army 0)r|>s of Engineers to heighten the 
walk of the Los Angeles River by four to eight 
feet and to raise eleven street and railroad bridges.

Architects should be more like farmers, who 
depend upon the architecture of natural sy-stems 
for their livelihotMl. The strict lines of human 
geometry and prixluction efficiency should be 
allowed to defomi to incoqx)rate, rather than 
neutralize, biological networks. Ciood agricultural

'V/

m ur Ult

lns«t: Prototype design for 
a Irammisslon tower, by 
Iakov Tchernikov.
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New canopy for light rail station 
in San Francisco. Designers: 
Leonard Hunter and Sheila 
Ghidini. Photograph by Peter 
Hamblin, courtesy Federal 
Transportation Administration.

regretftilly given up on — electrical towers, indus
tries and factories.

More important are developments in architec
ture and structural engineering, which are being 
remarried after a loo-year divorce — a movement 
that predicts the corresponding and much needed 
reconciliation between landscape architecture 
and civil engineering. Renzo Piano and (>ve Amp 
engineers have begun to overcome the harriers to 
developing integrated architectural systems by 
cotnbining technological developments with the 
organic principles of nature. Says Piano, “at the 
l>eginning of the ccntur\' technolog)’ was really 
an adversar)’ to nature. But today you can see that 
technolog)- and nature are not so far af>art.”

In San Francisco, Bill Leddy has made a pro
posal for the renovation of Sutro Baths on the 
Pacific Coast, which would be enclosed by a water 
desalinization system driven by a depen<lable 
supply of offshore wind. In this instance, infra- 
slmcture, serving a multiple pur|)ose, would 
renovte an existing ruin, reinvigoratc a civic land
mark, generate power, provide fresh water and 
relieve pressure on the Hetch I letchy Resers-oir.

In an open chapel and cemetery Dan Solomon 
and 1 designed in Houston, the 50 to too inches 
of rain that fall on the roof each year will be cap
tured in a huge elevated gutter that doubles as a 
portico. 'Fhe rainfall will be captured in a pool 
that retains fl(K)dwater as a seasonal site amenity. 
The pool overflows to walkways that double as 
tirainage stmetures, and form the geometric lines 
which stmeture the site for the ritui of burial. The 
problem of drainage and flooding in I Iou.ston is 
seen as an opportunit)- to organize the site and to 
allow- mourners to confront the cycles of nature,

huiUling and renovating [uiblic infrastmeture is 
likely to far exceed the amount that will be available 
for buildings, parks and open space. 'Fhese large 
budgets can be usctl to produce urban designs that 
simultaneously solve utilitarian problems and help 
repair cities ami regional landscapes at a scale not 
dreamed of since the days of the great dams.

(liven the magnitude of changes occurring 
within natural and technological systems w'orld- 
wide, a position that links human survival to the 
preservation of pristine nature is increasingly 
difficult to visualize; nature is a dynamic process 
that is rarely independent of human interaction. 
Nevertheless, we must learn to intervene in a 
way that facilitates, rather than disrupts, natural 

processes.
The historian of religion Mircea FJiadc con

tends that the Neolithic shift from nomadic to 
agricultural civilization provoked upheavals and 
spiritual breakdowns whose magnitude the 
modem mind finds it impossible to conceive.
It is not only imaginable but probable that the 
current shift to a prc(k>ininantly technological 
environment has provoked a similarly profound 
spiritual crisis — one that can be relieved by 
reconsidering the relationship between urban 
settings and natural processes.

Likewise, the total management of nature is 
a dream that fades farther from view with every 
Kobe earthquake and Mississippi flmid. /\n archi
tectural method that e.xploits the iinignorable 
marriage between nature and technolog)’ provides 
an opportunity for new spatial and visual possibil
ities that result from using infrastmeture as a 
fundamental component of architectural design. 
Nature and infrastructure, working together, 
must both be allowed to express themselves as a 
major detemiinant of urban and regional form.
It is up to architects, landscape architects, engi
neers and biologists to show the way.

Proposal for the renovation 
of Sutro Baths. San Francisco. 
Designer: Bill Leddy.

Notes
l. Lewis .Mumforil, Stich 

iiff</5fff«T(Liveriphli Boni 
and Liveright. 1914V 
1. Harr)’ Ciranick, Underneath 

Stir font (New York: Ford- 
ham Universitv' Press, 1991).

Prospects for Regional Intervention 

Ackium ledging the potential for appropriating 
infrastnicmre as landst-ape offers pragmatic and 
immediate advantages. The amount of funding for
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James Brown, Kim Storey

I'he connection between city and nature is often made by the 

human intervention of infrastructure. The manner in w hich w^e 

lay this framewwk for the support of our daily lives (w^ater, 

movement, energy, waste removal) can leave a disjointed gap in 

our environment —or it can intensify and enrich a community 

landscape of public space.

'Ibronto’s Ciarrison Creek is a typical example of the discon

nection betw'een the city and its landscape. Ibday the creek 

flow's through an elaborate, Victorian brick sewer buried 

beneath dense urban neighborhoods and parks just w'est of

Rainwater in the
downtown. Much of the ravine through w hich the creek once 

coursed has been filled, and some of it has been built over.

The “connected pond system” proposed here for the Garri

son watershed could reverse this centur\^-old trend of discon

nection. d'he pond system w^ould divert stormwater from the 

city’s underground sewers into a community park system w'here 

it would be collected, stored, cleaned and reused. 'Fhe pond

system would be built in phases through a currently discon

nected set of city parks that trace the original path of the creek 

and ravine to the shore of Lake Ontario — regenerating the

vital and livingopen and hidden landscapes of Toronto into 

part of people’s experience of the city.

The Garri&on Creek Project has 
been partially funded by the 
Canada Council and the Water
front Regeneration Trust
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The Gai^rison Creek
Demonstration Project

\

Co-evolving systems: Toronto's 
Garrison Creek Ravine, city 
stnicture atwl water intrastruc* 
tore. Graphics courtesy James 
Brown and Kim Storey.
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A swimming hole made by the 
excavation of Christie Pits, a 
quany in (he Gamson Creek 
Ravine, (. (915. Courtesy City 
of Toronto Archives.

Our examination of the open spaces that trace the 
Ciarrison Ravine has included many layers of 
infonnation: actual ph^'sical data about the open 
spaces and original landform (sizes, characteristics, 
topography, soil composition, etc.), built form pat
terns, local economic development, archaeological 
and buried artifacts, present water collection sj's- 
tems, night lighting, how people (and cyclists and 
cars) move through the .sv-stem and so on.

This broad approach enables us to propose an 
integrated and sustainable infrastructure solution 
that responds to more than one issue. The money 
spent on wastewater treatment infrastructure, tra
ditionally perceived as a single-purpose sy-stem, 
would have the additional public benefit of regen
erating the city’s parks and creating a connected 
public open space system.

to the lake. As industry and settlement increased, 
the Garrison was used for discarding waste. It 
quickly liecaine polluted and its status changed 
from water resource to health haz.ard due to its 
noxious fumes.

In the late i88os, the creek was buried in a ten- 
foot diameter brick sewer built to provide pre
dictable, safe and serviceable stomiwater and 
wastewater management. If infrastructure can be 
considered as the connection lietween the city and 
the natural landst^ape, then the burial of the creek 
reflected the attitude that nature was to be found in 
the wilderness and open space within the city limits 
was better managed as predictable land |>arcels.

During Toronto’s rapid growth in the early 
twentieth century, the Garrison Creek ravine, 
though partially filled by the brick sewer, per
sisted as a continuous open space network. The 
ravine’s use as a site for local industry’ established 
it as a vital part of the city’s economy; certain loca
tions, such as Christie Pits and Shaw’ Pits, became 
gravel quarries and others, such as Bickford \^a!e 
and the present C^ollege-Crawford intersection, 
were developed as brickyards.

At the same time, park lot owners began to 
subdivide and sell their large estates, and most of 
the ravine lands were designated for filling and 
new residential development. 1 lowever, up until 
the 1920s, the City of Toronto followed a policy of 
acquiring Garrison ravine lands (includingTrinity 
Bellwoods Park, Christie Pits, Bickford Ravine 
and Prittie Ra\Hne) to create and maintain a pub
licly owned connected open space system. Where 
streets intersected with the ravine, the city liuilt 
an elaborate .system of bridges (at first wood, then 
concrete) that ensured the city and the ravine 
could coe.xist as continuous paths for movement.

A certain balance was possible at this point: the 
city could co-exist with the ravine, its natural host. 
The neighborhoods of the watershed were con
ceived around the continuous open space of the

Co-Evolving Systems 

The history of (larrison Creek is a story’ of 
e.xchange between the evolving urban and envi
ronmental landscapes of Toronto. When the first 
British Governor, Lord Simcoe, arrived in 1792 to 
establish a military outpost. Garrison (freek had 
been flowing for thousands of years, meandering 
through a ravine cut into the vast, sloping plain by 
the receding waters of an ancient glacial lake. In 
the eves of army engineers, the creek provided a 
secure natural w'ater resource for Fort York.

The balance between town and ravine first 
shifted with the laying out of “Park Lots” by Lord 
Simcoe’s engineers. This system of orthogonal 
land division created large estates that were 
offered as enticements to prospective gentlemen 
settlers. Although the boundaries of these lots 
ignored the influence of the ravine, the first villas 
that were constructed did not — they typically 
were sited on the banks of the ravine, at the high
est point, and formally addressing Lake Ontario.

Early in Toronto’s history, many industries 
located along Garrison Creek, particularly close
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ravine. Major institutions sited along the ravine, 
like the original Trinity ('.ollege, brought vitality 
and prestige as central monuments. The bridges 
were landmarks that made direct amnections 
between the city grid and the natural ravine course.

In the 1930s and ’40s, however, city politicians 
lost interest in the Garrison lands. Both public- 
parks and private property' designated for hous
ing development were treated as inexpensive 
landfill sites, available for dumping garbage and 
construction debris. Only vestigial traces of the 
ravine profile remain, ami many of the bridges, 
which hatl been instrumental in preserving the 
continuity of the ravine through the grid, were 
buried intact.

This third wave of settlement reflected a 
break in the relationship between city’ and 
nature — they were no longer regarded as inte
grated, co-existing, harmonious elements, but as 
vety' separate and non-compatible entities. The 
parceling of the ravine lands into separate parks 
divided by city’ streets allowed the piecemeal dis
integration of the Garrison system. As one piece 
of the ravine was filled, another maintained a 
ghost of the ravine profile, and another was sold 
off for new housing, a new school or a shopping 
center. The central, sustaining core of the Ciarri- 
son community had been lost.

Harbord Street Bridge, 
c 1915, conrrecting Bkkford 
Vale and Montrose schoolyard. 
This bridge was buried intact 
during the 1930s or '40s when 
the south part of Bickford 
Ravine was filled. Courtesy 
City of Toronto Archives.

In heavy rainfalls, the amount of stormwater 
suddenly increases and exceeds the sewer sv’stem's 
design c-apacity’. 'fhe excess mix of stormwater and 
raw sewage escapes from the sewers directly into 
the lake through what are called “C^SOs” 
bined sewer overflows. These discharges are con
sidered to l>c the prime cause of local bacterial 
pollution, so after heavy rainfalls Toronto’s 
beaches are typically closed to swimmers. I'his 
has made the elimination of CSOs a common 
emironmenial, political and community- goal.

As Ibronto's sewer infrastructure ages, the city is 
planning to rehabilitate and rebuild many of the 
original lines. ITic Public Mbrks Defwrtmeni has 
also proposed a large, new storage tunnel that 
would collect and store CSOs until the excess water 
can be treated later. 'I'his tunnel would he located 
lieneaththe waterfront at a costofStio million.

We believe the city can reduce the volume and 
improve the ijuality of rainwater that drains into 
the sewers by collecting and treating rainfall l(K-alh' 
within the (larrison watershed. The conneaed 
pond system is pan of a fine-grained solution that 
could include environmentally sensitive slonnwa- 
ter management programs (such as downspout dis
connection, rain barrcls, tree canopies, French 
drains and porous pavements) and treatment meth
ods (such as bioflltration systems and smaller local 
treatment plants). 'Fhe s>’stem would enlist the 
resources of the community’ landscape — neighbor
hood, open space, individual and collective 
treat rainwater as a renewable, reusable resource 
instead of a disposal>le waste.

— com-

The Combined Sewer System and CSOs 

In an urban setting, rainfall washes over street 
pavements, roofr, gardens, yards and trees, captur
ing both bacterial and metal contaminants in the 
process. The sewer system that was built in the 
(iarrison watershed (and still essentially in place 
today) was a ty’pical “combined sewer system,” 
which channels Iwth stonnwater and sanitaiy 
sewage in a single pipe. The combined volume of 
rainwater runoff and sanitary’ sewage is carried to a 
treatment plant, where it is cleaned and discharged 
to the receiv’ing waters — Lake Ontario.

to
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Willowaale Park (commonly called Christie 
Pits) began operation as a large, deep gravel 
quarry in the i88os. It was acquired by the city in 
1906 and partially filled in the 1910s. The present- 
day park is set approximately 50 to 60 feet below 
street level, sloping steeply up to the sidewalks on 
all edges. The grounds now contain recreational 
facilities, including an outdoor pool, changing 

baseball diamonds, seasonal washrooms 
and a children’s playground. The western edge 
was developed as small housing lots, and a row of 
garages on a lane now faces the park. A sharply 
descending asphalt path at the northeast corner 
is the only path into the park from the north.

Directly south of Christie Pits lies Bickford 
Vale, originally known as Bickford Ravine. It was 
once used as a brickyard, and, like Christie Pits, 
the original banks of the rarine quickly disap
peared through excavations for clay that gradually 
increased its width. This area was obtained by the 
city for parkland in the early 1910s. 'Phe ravine 
was then filled with garbage to a level of almut 
twentj'-five feet below the surrounding streets.

The sloping edges of Bickford V’ale still recall 
the ravine depression, although its present depth 
is only a faint reflection of the original ravine. 
Bickford contains one baseball diamond and one 
bocci court, but its predominant character is that 
of a largely vacant green space.

The Montrose Park and Schtxdyard were once 
connected to Bickford Ravine by the Harbord 
Bridge. After the city twik possession of this land, 
the eastern and southern edges were developed 
for single-family housing. Since that time, this 
site has been filled to the level of the surrounding 
streets. The filling of Montrose Park probably 
prompted the burial of the Harlnird Street 
Bridge. On the w estern edge of the park, part 
of the open space became the site for Montrose 
Public School, built in the 1960s.

Toronto has generally lieen considered too 
densely developed to allow for the amount of land 
necessary to manage stormwater through tech
niques like these. However, we have traced the 
topography of the original watershed through a 
series of existing, unconnected park lands — open 
space that adds up to a considerable inventory of 
land in public ownership and suggests that alter
native stormwater management techniques are 
not only possible hut also can contribute to the 
regeneration of a community infrastructure.

Opposite pege. left: The existing 
context. Right from top down; 
DetaH of Garrison sewer, ravine, 
open spaces and institutions; 
detail of built context on landfill; 
detail of areas of depressions.

rooms,

The Christie-Bickford-Montrose 
Demonstration Site

To test the idea of Iwa! rainwater collection in the 
Garrison system, w e examined a trio of once con
nected parks — Christie Pits, Bickford V^ale 
and the Alontrose Schoolyard. The evolution 
and condition of these parks are representative 
of many of the special areas that occur along the 
length of the Garrison Ravine. We sought to 
demonstrate how' alternative stormw'ater manage
ment techniques could not only help the city col
lect, treat and reuse rainwater but also catalyze the 
regeneration of the ravine parks and adjacent 
communities — and of the Garrison ravine system 
as a whole.

Christie Pits, Bickford V'ale and Alontrose 
Park once formed a continuous ravine. For many 
years, these parks remained connected because 
bridges at Bloor Street and Harbord Street, con
structed at the turn of the century’, allowed the 
ravine to continue through. \V’hen these bridges 
were filled in, the connectedness of these open 
spaces was lost, along with the grand scale of the 
ravine. After the ravine had been divided into 
small parcels, filling it in became simpler to 
accomplish through incremental steps. Today the 
area around these spaces is largely residential, 
with commercial cross streets occurring at Bhxir 
Street and Harbord Street.
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to adjacent city paries.
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was collected. Kventually the demonstration pro
ject could connect into a connected pond system 
that w ould trace the course of the ravine all the 
way to Lake Ontario.

The sjiecific elements of the demonstration 
project play many roles as the instruments that 
integrate the function of the water treatment infra
structure with urban and environmental design.

The infrastructure of the stormwater system 
is integrated with vegetal, urban and civic spaces 
to create cultural and recreational benefits from 
the water while functioning as a local collector 
of rainw'ater.

standing on a small footbridge 
over Garrison Creek as it passes 
through the northeast corner 
of Christie Pits, c. 1905.Thrsarea 
was filled by 191S. Courtesy 
City of Toronto Archives.

The Connected Pond System 

The north-to-south progression of parks, Christie 
to Bickford to Montrose, corresponds to a pro
gression from the largest space to the smallest, 
and from the highest elevation to the lowest.
This provides a rationale for the pond locations: 
Christie Pits, the largest park, can accommodate 
larger bodies of water; Bickford’s length enables a 
series of thin linear ponds; and the nature and 
scale of the Montrose schoolyard provides the best 
siting for a small and finite wetlands that can be 
part of an educational curriculum. The schoolyard 
also serves as the temporary terminus of the 
demonstration project’s conveyance train.

Four stormwater drainage zones serving adja
cent neighborhoods would be disconnected from 
the sewer system and fed into the new pond 
system. For this project, we have assumed the 
numlicr and type of |K>nds that would be needed 
and the techniques that would be used; ultimately, 
the volume of the water that is tapped from each 
zone would detemiine the number of ponds 
required and their capacities.

The rainwater would l>e collected and treated 
through a system of filtration and detention ptmds 
in a gravity-fed, finite system that ends in a small 
wetlands. After the rainwater passes through the 
detached autonomous system, it could travel in 
many different ways. It could be reused for irrigat
ing parks, stored naturally in an urban canopy of 
trees, left to filter into the groundwater supply or 
directed back into the underground wastewater 
system as a smaller and cleaner volume than what

The Metropolitan Context

'Fhe Garrison watershed is one of twenty creek 
systems, intact or buried, that nm down the 
gently sloping Toronto plain into Lake Ontario. 
.Many of them have a set of open spaces that could 
support connected pond neew’orks similar to that 
proposed here. This study of restoring Garrison 
Creek to its original fiinction of collecting and 
draining rainwater can be a prototy'pe for 
these other watersheds.

The Garrison Oeek Connected Pond System 
can he seen as pan of a larger movement towards 
more ecological methods of stormwater collec
tion and treatment, [f stormwater management 
ponds can act as catalysts for the regeneration of 
disconnected green spaces, then every creek in 
the region represents a significant opportunity 
for creating linked open space sy'stems that knit 
local neighborhoods to the lakeshore, and the 
region to its landscape.
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The Garrison Creek
Project: An Autonomous
Pond System

This proposal anvisions a con
nected stormwater and park
system in four of the zones
depicted in the 'pond system
abstract' on page 21. Stormwa
ter from adjacent neighbor
hoods would be diverted from
the existii)9 sewer system into a
series of ponds that re-create
the natural drainage pattern of
the watershed.

A The Raised Standing Pool is
sited on a constructed promon
tory, making a historical refer
ence to the original bank of
the Garrison Ravine. The pool at
this raised height collects and
measures rainwater directly.

B, C Linear connecting ponds are
strategically located to refer to
the original presence of water in
the ravine, to create both formal
settings and to reconfigure nat
ural landscapes In Christie Pits
and Bickford Vale.

The porsds located along Christie
Street <8} collect water for an
adjacent drainage zone and
feed It (by pumping or gravity)
to a larger group of ponds (C)
along the public face of Bloor
Street. These ponds are both
shallow arid deep and form part
of the 'Christie Terrace,' a
raised promontory that looks
north across the expanse of
Christie Pits. The flow of water
from these ponds is pumped

E The long Grace Street Pond is 
bordered along its length by a 
receiving area of wet grasses, 
reeds and other filtering vegetal 
elements that take both 
collected water from the adja
cent zone and the immediate 
catchment Water passes 
through these natural filters 
before reaching the more for
mally edged Grace por>d.

below grade, under Bloor Street
to cascading courtyard ponds
in the Bob Abate Centre.

D The gravity-fed connection
from the stepped Bob Abate
ponds to the lortg Grace Street
Pond is made by a canal that
acts both as a shallow filter and
channel during normal periods.
and allows water ponding
during storms.

F. G The Grace Street Pond 
passes through a shallow area 
(F) to a small wetlands in the 
Montrose schoolyard, the termi
nus of the system (G). The 
marsh combines a serial connec
tion of shallow to deep water 
ar>d supports a generous edge 
of natural vegetal filters.
The marsh water level would 
rHe and fall according to the 
seasonal rainfall.
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article is al)out a laiulsc-ape in the southeni 
brtion of Ontario, in (’anada. Since the late
I rdij
"ghteenth century, when Kuropean settlers 
tarted fanning here, the land has been trans- 
^nned. Over time settlers laid a regular grid 

|f holds on a rolling terrain that was once =•!overed by dense forests.
The hori?x>iis are oj>en, and a traveler driving

n straight roads sees the view open up when 
^hing a rise and watches vistas close when

Feling through a swale. 1 ledgerows framing 
fields rise and fall with the land. A person 
look at the landscape and understand how

,1

fonti evolved as a part of nature and part of the
histor)’ of the p^o^•ince.

^ In the townshipof Pickering, northeast of 
Toronto, the forests have started to grow hack.

a
 landscape has begun to work against the 
larities of roads and fields. Unused road
ranees have reverted back to strijrs of dense 
and many fields, no longer cultivated,

show patches of young trees.
M lwent)’-five years ago fanners were forcetl to 

this land. 'I'he government distinguished this 
ijlownship for urban developmeiu and prepared 
[Wans for a second Ibronto air|)ori. Pacing stnmg 

j opposition, plans for the alr|)ort and a town of 
j^ay.ooo people were dropped in the mid 1970s.
In the late 1990s, after a quarter centur)'of little 

, or no farming, enough time has passed for this 
^ landsca^ie to show signs of a transformation back 
I to an earlier condition. /Vlso, within societ)',
• enough time has passed to consider new solutions 
in this long-lasting controversy lietween local

and governmentgroups
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western border of its land, hut not connecting to 
places beyond; thus traffic is usually very light.

'I'he greatest threat to the laml and the final 
motivation for local interest groups to convince the 
Ministry of Housing to clarif)’ the future of the 
Seaton lands came from a proposal to expand a 
regional waste disposal facility that would serve 
roughly one third of the Tbrojito metropolitan 
area. Last summer, Ontario’s provincial govem- 
inente announced that it was canc*elling the project.

The town described in this article is one of 
three proposals for the site invited by the province, 
Like earlier town schemes, it might never become 
reality. But if it were built, it could have been 
designeil with an understanding of the existing 
landscape and its transformations.

In announcing the competition, the minister of 
housing adopted three guiding principles advo
cated by thirty-five representatives of the local 
and environmental groups. First, all activities on 
the provincially held lands were to be guided by a 
principle of ongoing stewardship: “protecting, 
restoring and enhancing for future generations 
the agricultural, natural and cultural assets.” 
Second, the housing minister agreed with the 
alliance that the development of a compact urban 
community of up to 90,000 people on 3,500 acres 
of the land would be consistent with the overall 
vision of stewardship. Third, the residents of the 
new city were to depend not on commuting to 
Ibronto for work, but on workplaces (a total of 
45,000) within the new city.

In early 1994, Ontario’s provincial government 
announced a design competition to explore the 
future of the Seaton lands. Neither the federal nor 
the provincial government was considering plans 
for a new airport any longer, but an alliance of 
local community’ and environmental groups had 
convinced the Ontario Ministry of Housing to re
examine the potential of a new town on a portion 
of the site. The alliance re-emerged with most 
members recalling their more than twenty-year 
histoiy of opposition to provincial and federal 
government authority over their land. The 
momentum that brought this alliance together 
again was triggered partly by the success of its 
prexious opposition, partly by the perceived 
threat to a large land holding sdll designated for 
urban development, but without a detailed plan.

'I'he expropriation had forced local fanners to 
give up 38,000 acres. About 18,000 acres had been 
set aside for the airport and continues to be held 
by C^anada’s federal government. The other 
20,000 acres are controlled by the province.

After the ab<ilition of the airport plans, part of 
the province’s land was placed into an agricultural 
preserve and land was given back to farmers, not as 
property, but on a long-term lease. The province 
designated 7,000 acres for urban use and renamed 
it Seaton. The long list of smaller leaseholders 
includes a quany, a refrigerator dump operator, a 
concrete recycling plant and a mushroom factory’. 
The province also approved a new three-mile long 
arterial road reaching from the eastern to the

The transforriation of the 
Seaton landKape from 1800 
(left) to 1850 (center) to 1900 
(right). Side roads evolve as 
tree-lined alleys, hedgerows 
subdivide the concession 
lots and the imprint of the 
ravines remains.
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the forested riverbeds are remnants <jf these 
natural conditions.

'Iweniy years of public ownership have contin
ued to iransfonn the landscape. The hedgerows 
have grown wild, orchards planted by farmers 
remain unchecked, formal allees and farm roads 
are overgrown, and in remote places wild lilies 
cover the floors of the ravines. New geometries 
have been introduced, such as the curving align
ment of Taunton Road, an arterial with two large, 
curving concrete bridges, and the manmade 
contours of large landfill and quarry operations.

The transformations of the last twenty years 
contrast with the form of the landscape. Steward
ship of the land, as defined in the competition 
brief, implies a transformation of the land that 
respects and restores the elements of the land
scape. WTien approached with care, these ele
ments can help structure the form of a new city. 
Thus an image of a city can emerge that t-an be 
seen and understtK)d as part of the ongoing trans
formation of the landscape.
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The brief also explained that competition 
would not commit the province to implement 
any of the winning schemes. Rather, it described 
the competition as a planning exercise to create 
a new tow'n model applical)le for Seaton and 
elsewhere in Ontario.

Understanding the Seaton Landscape

'Fhe visual landscape is public property, hut it is 
a pro|)ert\’ undergoing constant change. Over the 
course of two hundred years, the Seaton land
scape has been transformed incrementally. VVTat 
we see today was formed by eighteenth-century 
land dirisions into road allowances and 200-acre 
farmlots. The subsequent clearing of forests and 
further subdividing of die farmlots established a 
visual structure delineated by hedgerows, fence 
lines and tree-lined allees. Orchards and gardens 
visible from the road give the landscape a domes
ticated appearance. This manmade structure was 
laid on a topography shaped by glacial forces — a 
rolling terrain traversed by occasional streams and 
rivers. The woodlots, though second growth, and

The Elements of the Seaton Landscape 

The Horizon. The local horizon has important 
meaning in a landscape without well defined 
boundaries. The horizon should he preserved 
in order to maintain the proportions of the land
scape. In the new city, building heights should 
stay below the tops of trees. Only occasionally 
and deliberately should buildings silhouette 
above the form of the land.

The Hills. Hills in the Seaton landscape 
are subtle rises. The early settlers frequently 
selected raised locations to build farmhouses 
and barns. The buildings of the city should 
follow the hill contours, thus the elevated places

the hillsthe horizon
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ravines

in Seaton will continue to hold the eye as impor
tant visual destinations.

In Seaton, one particular chain of hills fonns 
an c<ige that can be traced along the 145-meter 
contour line. I'his edge, in places an escaqmient, 
was ff)rined during the last ice age by the shore
line of prehistoric Lake Iroquois. The edges of 
these hills rise abniptly; wherever they are found 
within the new city, land below them and along 
them shouUl be kept open. This will make the 
natural landfonii \isible to jicople inos ing along
side the hills or looking out over the terrain behiw 
and toward Lake Ontario.

Ravives. Springs, brooks, creeks and rivers How 
through Seaton in a network of ravines, each with 
its individual shape. Places with ninning water are 
fidl of attraction and sometimes mystery. Running 
water is ini|X)rtant to the landsca|>e because of its 
movement, tight quality and constant seasonal 
change. ;\nimal life is drawn to ravines. The 
ravines of Seaton should be presen’ed. together, 
they can structure the new city. They can mark its 
natural boundaries ami define its major districts.

The Tree-Lined AUees. 'Lhe regular pattern of 
land divisions laid a large-scale grid over the land
scape. Regardless of topography and riverbed.s, 
every 1,320 feet a north-south road allowance 
crosses an east-we.st concession road. Most road 
allowances in Seaton were never estalilished as 
.side roads; .some existed only as paths leading to

fanns. Many are overgrown. But the double rows 
of mature trees that line these allowances form 
strong visual a.xes in the landsca|>e. The design of 
the new city should maintain and keep the allees 
as boundaries of urban quarters, and as major visual 
corridors connecting the city to the farm land.

Hed^a'ou's. Seaton's hedgerows are single lines 
of trees or dense rows of shrubs. 'Fhey form a 
linear geometric grid, frequently in areas where 
crop rotation was practiced and where new crops 
needed protection from constant northwest 
winds, After spring plowing when field stones sur
faced, the fanners gathered the stones and carried 
them to the edge of their fields, (^ver time, shrubs 
and trees grew into dense green lines above these 
stone walls.

The design of the new city should maintain 
and keep the hedgen>ws as part of its visual struc
ture. 'laller than two-story residential structures, 
the hcdgerow.s fonn edges defining the smaller 
neighborhoods as part of the larger urban quarters.

Mil/tffii'jis, Hamietsand I'Ulages. In Seaton, like 
elsew here in Ontario, small rural settlements 
often originated at the intersections of road 
allowances. The village of Brougham, for exam
ple, is located at the intersection of a concession 
road (one that later Irecame the King’s Highway) 
and a north-south side road (one that connects to 
the main highway along the lakeshore). Located 
on a rise of land. Brougham started around a

tree-lined alleys
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church ami cemeter)’. Schoolhouse, hotel and
stores were added in the middle of the last centurj^.

The second type of \illage found in Seaton is
the small mill town ItKated in a valley at a point
where a concession road crosses a stream. The vil-
lage of \Mtitevale, located on Duffins Creek, has
a sense of enclosure, with its center at the low

The villaQe of Whitevale.
point of the valley. Here, in the last century, a mill
pond and race were constructed. WTiitevale grew 
in a linear fashion along the concession road 
between two offset intersections with side roads

scajM;, has remained w ithin its original right of 
way. The road follows the topt)graphy, dipping 
down to cross creeks and rising up W) places where 
farm houses are located. Dense vegetation near 
creeks and large trees near farms ntake clear the 
rise and fall of the road.

VMiitevale Road ami the village shf)uld be pre- 
ser\ed. Iraftic generated hy the new city of 
Seaton should be directed away from W'hitevale 
Road. ITic village should not be incorporated into 
the new town; Whitevale should continue to exist 
in its own landscape setting.

(the original sun ey failed to establish perfect cor
respondence between the fannlots on opposite 
sides of the concession road). 'I'hese offset inter
sections contribute to the enclosure of the village 
in that they define its edges.

Never connected to a major highwav, nor to 
the railroad that came to Pickering township at 
the end of the last century, the village has largely 
kept its nineteenth century scale. W'hitevale 
Road, which connects the milltown to the land-

hedgerows
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The continued transformetion 
of the landKape. Above: two 
st»9et in the development of 
the town of Seaton. Below: 
the evolution of the Seaton's 
first center.

The Quatiy ami the IjindfiH. I'he t|uarr\' has a 
distinctive form, a sloping plane cut into the land 
by large earthmoving equipment. 'I'his large 
quarr)' provided the nearby garbage disfwsal site 
with the necessar\' material to cover layer u|W)n 
layer of refuse. Thus, over time, ne.xt to the 
quarry a manmade hill has emerged.

The quarr}' site cannot l>e restored. It cuts 15 
to 25 meters deep into the sloping landscape. 
This manmade edge, located exactly on the pre
historic shoreline of Lake Iroquois, provides a 
continuation ot the escarpment.

I lerc, near the mt)st damaged part of the 
Seaton landscape, an existing railroad traverses 
the site. A new station should be located here, 
and this is where the new town should have its

beginning. I'he new hill cannot be used as a 
building site for the foreseeable future, but will 
become a major park for the town of Seaton with 
places for summer and winter sports activities.

The Elements of the Town

No manmade element has dominated the visual 
landscape of Seaton as strongly as the eighteenth- 
centurx' sun'ey grid, which ilelineates roads 
and farinlots. All original measurements were 
made using iron chains measuring 66 feet long, 
the w'idth, for example, of all road allowances. 
Regardless of topography, men with chains and 
an axeman moved in straight lines up and 
ilown the land, through ravines and thick forests. 
Along the lines they laid upon the land, the
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axeman periodically marked a significant 
member of a tree, deforming the tree’s namral 
growth and making the lines visible until roads 
could be cleared.

The frequent lack of correspondence bctw'een 
the alignments of side roads is an advantage in 
the layout of streets in the new towns. The grid’s 
irregularities are obvious along Taunton Road: 
they create closure at the end of some streets, 
limiting vistas, thereby shortening perspectives. 
Over time, buildings located at oflset intersec
tions will become memorable due to their 
prominent locations.

The elements of the town should make refer
ence to the original grid, taking advantage of its 
rcgularitv and irregularities. Wherever ravines, 
allees and hedgerows intersect, the town grid 
should \ield to the landscape elements. 'I'he many 
interferences, both natural and manmade, will 
create relief in the fonnof the city and will help 
structure the city into identifiable districts, quar
ters and neighborhoods.

The Streets and Blocks. North-south streets 
should be more frequent than east-west streets. 
Most houses will be oriented along north-south 
streets, giving both street-facing and rear yard
facing facades nearly equal amounts of sunlight.

To encourage w alking, the distance between 
north-south streets should not exceed 300 feet. 
The distance between east-west streets should 
vary, generally exceeding 300 feet but never 
exceeding 500 feet. Streets should be as narrow 
as possible to encourage slow driving speed, in 
order to balance the movement of cars, pedestri
ans and bicyclists.

A number of streets should take on special 
roles in the make-up of the tow'n. Some follow 
hedgerows; some are designed as allees following 
the former farmroads or sideroads.

One road, however, should be different from 
all others: the rebuilt launton Road. Currently 
it is designed for high-speed through traffic, but 
in the new town it should he tamed. It should be 
designed as an urban boulevard, lined with com
mercial and residential buildings. It should have 
a tree-lined right of way fi»r public transit and 
intersections appro.ximaiely every 300 feet to slow- 
traffic. Intersections every 1,320 feet, at the bound

aries of the old farm lots, will stand out in the 
design of Taunton Road. 'I'hey will be the major 
crossroads of Seaton. The intersecting allees, lined 
w ith double rows ofmaple trees, should structure 
the lowTi into quarters and connect the town with 
the rural landsc-ape to the north.

The Catter of Seaton. VVTien Seaton reaches its 
ultimate population of 90,000, it will have a com
mercial center, hut such a center would not func
tion well while the town is at an early stage. At 
the beginning, Seaton should have a center that is 
intimate in scale and connected to the landscape.

The south fork of the Ganatsekiagon Creek, 
which runs a short distance parallel to Taunton 
Road, forms a small lake near the crossing of an 
old farm road. The lake, lined with tall trees, and 
the existing hedgerows following the farm road 
give this place a strong klentitv'. Seaton’s first 
center should be located here.

The center should consist of a small square 
that faces a row of stores and a school with an

Sections of some of the types 
of streets that would be built 
at Seaton.
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aullitorium, which should be Seaton’s political 
and cultural gathering place until the new town 
reaches a population of 30,000 to 50,000. At that 
point, a larger center with space for commercial, 
cultural and political activities should be estab
lished between Taunton Road and the railroad 
station. But the former center should live on in 
its more intimate scale.

'Fhus the town wdll grow from three nodes: the 
initial center, the station along the existing rail
road near the fonner quart)’, and a major north- 
south crossroad at a high point on Taunton Road. 
Early in the existence of the town public transit 
w ill connect the three points of this triangle. 
This initial loop, ideally a streetcar line, will be 
expanded and connected to a larger system of 
streetcars and buses.

What it Would Take to Build Seaton 

Large urban infill projects have been built in a 
number of (Canadian cities at densities compara
ble to or higher than those proposed for Seaton 
(ranging from a minimum of 12 units per acre, 
rarely exceeding 60 units per acre, and averaging 
24 per acre) But an entire new town has not been 
built at these densities in a similar location for 
many decades.

Such a compact town surrounded by agricul
ture or forests had been the model for Seaton 
proposed by the ministers’ steering committee. 
But this goal is at odds with conventional land 
economics. Preservation of good agricultural 
land is an important public goal in a region with a 
relatively short growing season. But land can only 
be fanned with good prosj>ects if the cxpectatit>n 
exists that good agricultural land will indeed by 
protected by permanent farmland preservation. 
Also, forestry and alternative agricultural products 
would have to be considered that conq>ete better 
with crop.s produced hy Canada’s southern neigh
bors recently united in a free trade agreement.

In fact, a compact community like the one illus
trated here is perceived by developers as not feasi
ble under current market conditions. Restricting 
development into a compact fonn with clearly 
defined boundaries is at odds with a society that 
has traditionally enjoyed an abundance of space.

Providing a local employment base for 
future Seaton residents is another difficult goal. 
Neither the Canadian government nor the 
province can be expected to start a new univer
sity or to decentralize one of its programs or 
ministries and move it to a new location like 
Seaton. Nor is a large corporate employer 
expected to make such a move. Seaton will have 
to compete with other municipalities for small- 
and medium-size employers.

Clearly the Ministers’ Steering Committee 
was aware of these issues, but for the committee 
Seaton was a special case. Government had taken 
control of the land hy eminent domain and had 
not returned the land to former owners when it 
abandoned its plans for the airport and the associ
ated urban development. The committee felt the 
government was still under the obligation to use 
the land for a public purjtose. A compact new

What it Would be Like to Live in Seaton 

Lixing in Seaton would be unlike living in any 
recently built community and more like living in 
a neighborhood of Toronto, a city that has main
tained a compact urban form and whose residents 
have continuously opted for higher transit use 
and lower car use.*

The first generation of Seatonites would be 
choosing a place where they could expect to live 
and work, where the convenient layout might 
allow them to walk to school, work and stores, 
use public transportation for longer trips and give 
up most of their automobiles (with the possible 
exception of one per family). Residents would be 
selecting a place where the past is incorporated, 
where people can sense and experience the prox
imity of nature, the ravines, escarpments, forests 
and fields, and where people can, if they wish, 
have food grow n nearby.

In Canada, like in many other societies, an 
increasing number of people are living away from 
traditional places of employment, such as central 
business districts and large industries. Many 
workplaces have moved to smaller communities 
at the edge of metropolitan areas. Seaton would 
be such a place. But unlike other suburban com
munities, Seaton would combine workplaces with 
housing, and due to its greater concentration, 
Seaton would provide services that only tradi
tional cities can provide.
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town would fulfill such a purpose because it would 
preserv'e farm land or forests, provide savings in 
inffastnicture cost, reduce dependency’ on fuels, 
reduce daily commute times, provide cleaner air 
and make children and elderly people less tlepen- 
dent on others for transportation to educational, 
health and recreational services. In short, the 
steering committee believed that political leaders 
in the government should define the rules of the 
market for a variety of social, economic and envi
ronmental reasons. Then Seaton as illustrated 
here could become a reality.

I'he key to controlling Seaton’s compactness 
will be limiting the amount of land to be devel
oped and monitoring the pace at which land is 
absorbed for growth. Only the Ontario govern
ment, as the owner of the land can exercise such 
a long-tenii commitment.

The second most important implementation 
strategy will be the design of the street layout 
because more than anyodier element of a tow’n, 
the road grid defines the size of developable parcels. 
Distances between roads also define the pattern of 
circulation, including convenient walking distances.

'I'he third strategy will be to set a range of 
allowable residential settings, including detached 
single-family houses, attached houses and walk-up 
apartments mixed with stores, services and 
employment areas.

The commitment toward building Seaton 
extends beyond the government; future political 
leaders of Seaton w ould have to make difficult 
choices in keeping the town compact, (hirrently, 
suburban employ'ment centers accommodate fif
teen workers on one acre of land.^ At Seaton, 
that ratio means 3,000 of the city’s 3,500 acres 
would be needed to accommodate 45,000 jobs. 
Also, Seaton could not afford to build its 30-plus 
schools on five-acre sites, the size expected by 
school boards; classrooms would have to fit on 
three-acre blocks. Large-scale retailers would 
have to build stores facing streets with little park
ing in the rear of stores.

'luming down building applications that 
would be approved “as of right” in neighboring 
communities will require a political will and com
mitment of all residents. Kstablishing among the 
future residents a commitment to the landscape

has been the most important consideration in 
the design of Seaton. Future residents will he the 
guardians of a town design that is structured by 
landscape elements. People will understand the 
value of die tree-lined alle^ connecting the town 
with the landscape. They will understaml the his
tory ofhedgerows and the importance of their 
continued maintenance. They will understand 
the ravines as clear and definite boundaries of the 
towTi. These elements provide an understandable 
concept of the town’s structure. They can be 
experienced by everyone,

This article has tried to answer the question of 
what it would take to design a city that lives 
within the landscape. The question of what it 
would take to build such a city would be faced 
again and again by the Ontario government. It 
would have to demonstrate a long-term commit
ment to planning development and controlling 
the town’s growth through the incremental re
privatization of the land. And the question of what 
it would take to maintain such a city would be 
faced again and again by its future residents and 
their representatives. An understanding of the 
ongoing transformation of the landscape should 
help answer this question.
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Robert Wright

The Transformation of a Landscape:
How the Seaton Process Worked

'lb look at the planning of Seaton is to investigate Toronto region continual at a fast pace. In 1989, 
the changing aspirations of planning, design and the provincial government, concerned about 
public policy in theT(jronlt» region over the last rising housing costs, reactivated the quasi-public 
25 years. The storj'ofthe Seaton lands reflects the corporation that had been in charge of det eloping 
variation in |X)litical will and ideological attitudes the Seaton lands and set up the Seaton Interim 
towards issues like communiU' development, 
environmental consciousness, economics and 
ptihlic involvement.

"I'he urhani7.;ttion of Seaton was first contem
plated in the early 1970s. 'Hie Ontario provincial 
government, concerned alxnit the increased 
urhaniTation taking place west of Toronto, l>egan designing and developing a new community,
an initiative to redirect growth eastward and ratio- I'he tc'am began by conferring with public 
nali^e it with the development of infrastructure interest groups, stakchohlcrs, regional and local 
and several new-town-style communities. A new planning agencies, other ministries, academic 
trunk sewer was built east to the Durham region. Institutions and private c«insultanis. 'I'he process 

Keeping with this strategy’, the provincial and culminated with a community workshop, spon- 
fedcral governments announced plans to build an sored by the province.
international airport and two of the new commu- WTiat generally emerged from these discus- 
nities (with a total population of up to 300,000) in sinns was a concern about typical suburbanization 
the area served by the new sew er, some 20 miles of the mral urban fringe — spraw ling develop- 
northeast of'Ibronto. 'I'hey e.xpropriatcd about nient, dependence on automobiles, lack of pedes

trian orientation, segregated land use patterns. 
Public oulcty forced cancellation of the airjjort the loss of naruml areas — and a ilesire to consen e 

in 197s, but there was support for some develop- water and energ)' and reduce waste, 

ment. The recommended plan called for a mixal- 'I'he workshop resulted in a report, SeiJhm: .‘1 
use community t)f up to 85,000, the creation Strategy for Evvhvnmentally KesponsiNe Planning,
of a large agricultural zone and protection of that was sent directly to the housing minister in
historic hamlets. 1990. The report urged that the development

In 1982 the Durham regional government des- of Seaton he guided by principles of stew'ird- 
ignated urban land uses for the areas where the ship — preserving the environmental quality of the 
new communities would l>c and in 1986 the town kind, maximizing the quality of life for residents 
of Pickering began a more detailed planning and creating sustainable economic opportunities,
study. But the abandonment of the airjxvn changed 'I'he report differentiated between two basic
many of the assumptions alxnit the area, and riiere issues. It argued that preserving the existing 
was a growing perception that the plan should be environment and rural community should l)e the 
more environmentally sound ami that there first priority. fJ'he province soon put the lands
should be a more open public process. 'Phe Pick- to the west side of its holdings into a long-temi
ering Planning Cfommittee deferred its draft plan agricnillural preserve, leaving only the 7,000 
in 1988, closing the first phase of Seaton’s history, acres under urban de,signation available for fiiture 

In the late 1980s the urbanization of the development.)

Planning Team, w'hich would be responsible for 
ujMlating plans for the land.

There was also a shift in strategv': Seaton was 
now seen as an op|xutunity to explore emerging 
approaches in environmentally sound and sustain
able development within the context of planning,

m

38,000 acres for the project.
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I'he report also pro|M>sed a new town of up 
to 90,000 residents on up to 3,500 acres (not 
including natural features). The development, 
the report said, should follow five principles:

and written statements. 'I'he initial direction 
they were given was Itased essentially on Seaton:
A Strate^ for EnvhvnfnetitnUy ResponsiHc Planning. 
In April, 1994, three finalist groups were asked to 
develop their concepts more thoroughh’. 'Fhc 
corn|K*tition was completed in November, 1994.

Thar fall, the provincial govemment shifted 
once again, this time to the C>onservative Part)\ 
which was elected essentially by a suburban-rural 
electorate based on a mandate to reduce the 
provincial deficit. Its term has been focused on 
cutting costs by reducing the role of govemment, 
reorganizing social programs and promoting 
privatization.

Kniightencd aspects of the planning act 
(environmental and social considerations and 
public consultation) have been repealed or 
ignored. The Seaton agriailtural preserve is now 
being dismantled and market studies are being 
conducted to evaluate its sale. Vet, amidst all this 
posturing, Seaton remains intact.

'I'he mte lesson of Seaton is that when higher 
level government leadership fails, dedication 
by principled public servants and an open, com
munity-based planning approach can cany an 
important vision into the future. As Blake onc*e 
said, “A person’s reach must exceed his grasp, 
or what’s a heaven for?”

1. Seaton should demonstrate how compact 
development can l)etter meet current needs.
2. Seaton’s population should reflect the iliver- 
sity of cultures, ages and incomes found in the 
region. It should include many scales of business 
and industry' and promote a variety of land 
ownership including cooperatives, cor]iorations 
and institutions.
3. Seaton’s neighlrorhoods should include a mix 
of building t\pcs that encourage living, w ot^dng 
and gathering places. Social services should be 
designed to meet the diverse needs of the com
munity and l>e accessible to everyone.
4. Seaton should l>e an adaptable community, 
with a built in capacity to evolve over time.
Its physical, social and economic structures 
should be flexible, so the community has built 
in resilience;.
5. Seaton’s plan should work within the limita
tions imposed by available natural resources, 
the larger economy and market realities.

For more information about 
the Seaton protect, contact the 
Seaton Interim Pfanrting Team, 
25 Grosvenor St.. 13th Floor, 
Toronto. Ontario, M7A 1R1, 
(416)314-0770.

The first place entry to the 
Seaton competition was submit
ted by a taam called Ontario 
Form Collaborative, whose 
members included: George 
Baird. Mac Cosburn, Adrian 
WCastri. Anne Fort-Menares, 
Peter Goring. Pat Hanson. Ed 
Levy, Doug McGill, Val Ryn- 
nimeri, Barry Sampson. John 
Sewell, Warren Sorenson, Alee 
Topps, John van Nostrand, Jim 
Ward, Gary Watchorn, Peter 
Weller. Tom 2irys.
The second place entry was 
submitted by a team led by 
Klaus Duflker (see page 3S 
fora list of team members).
The third place entry was sub
mitted by a team caHed The 
C.E.E.D. Group (Community, 
Ecology. Economy, Design), led 
by Dunlop Fanrow, Inc.

The report also profiosed u design competition 
that would test these planning ideas, guide the 
development of design criteria and guide deci
sions about what lands should be deveio})cd.

Changes in tlic provincial government stalled 
the project until 1993. That October, the 
province established a public advisory commit
tee to oversee the competition. Together, the 
committee ami the Interim Planning'Icam 
retained technical advisors and created a jurv' 
of outside exjKris and committee ineml>ers to 
evaluate the design proposals.

In Decemlwr, 1993. multidisciplinaiy consult
ing teams were invited to submit concept plans
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Topology, “a topographic study 
of a particular place; 

specifically, the history of a region 
as indicated by its topography”

Topography.
the configuration of the surface

the lay of the land”
• • •

Morphology.
“the science of structure or form; 

in geology, the external structure of rock
in relation to the development 

of erosional forms
or topographic features”
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How do we discover the landscape as we travel up a river? Clearly, the experience 

is different from that of reading about landscapes in a book, or viewing places 

from a moving automobile, or sun^eying places from an airplane. Traveling with 

some two dozen students of American urbanism in a boat moving at four to seven 

m.p.h. up the Mississippi River intensifies my encounters with the towns along it 

and magnifies the analytical lens through which I observe these landscapes.^

This new perspective emanates, in part, from an 

uneasy sense of spatial and temporal displace

ment. We are, in effect, occupying a boundary 

betw^een Missouri and Iowa to the west and Illi

nois to the east. From an outsider’s perspective — 

gleaned from the study of large-scale national 

maps —this line is an edge between, not an occupiable space. But now we find 

ourselves moving along within this line. We are guided by different maps, the 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Mississippi River Navigation Maps, which not 

only give the river a width but also note its depth, locate its nine-feet-deep and 

400-foot-wide navigation channel, calibrate its length in distance from the Ohio 

River and mark the towns along its banks.

r .*

n;

m J J

^1; I
(

i M1

Vkw from the captain's chair 
towartfs the bow of the Wking 
Explore during the Mississippi 
River expedition in which the 
author participated.
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Louisiana, Missouri
River mile 282 River elevation + 450'

Louisiana occupies the Noix 
Creek valley, which runs 
perpendicular to the river 
and between golden hills 
that rise up 400 feet. The 
southern hills are quarried 
in spots and densely 
forested elsewhere. The 
northern bluff is terraced 
with burial plots edged with 
limestone and sandstone 
walls and densely peopled 
with tombs.

Louisiana’s grid of 300- 
by 300-foot blocks exter>ds 
west from a river esplanade 
toward another topo
graphic rise. At that rise, the 
grid deflects; oriented at 
first to the Mississippi, now 
it orients to the narrow 
creek valley. The valley 
defines Louisiana's western unpretentious band of 
entrance, where the historic occupation—wall, gate. 
Stark Brothers' nursery 
headquarters acts as a gate
way to the town.

What distinguishes 
Louisiana is the overlay of 
the speculative grid and the 
topographic and hydrologic the city gate, 
features. The town's land
scapes are organized sec-

tionally and topographi
cally, not in plan. Esplanade, 
park and cemetery mark 
edges between river and 
land, each landscape occu
pying a different elevation 
and assigned a different 
role in the town’s structure 
and social life.

The esplanade, a narrow 
strip of asphalt, is defined 
by a lortg, low limestone 
wall that lifts the surface 
above the river. A narrow 
opening marks the water- 
gate to the city. The 
esplanade's west edge is 
lined with mature trees. 
Underneath their shade and 
between their thick trunks, 
a row of picnic tables faces 
the river. This narrow,

ground and parking lot, one 
looks through raspberry- 
pink and white hollyhocks 
across and down the river.

Louisiana’s landscape 
deviations from its grid are 
the result of hydrological 
processes and glacial depo- 
sitional layering. These 
deviations trace the Noix 
Creek tributaries through

A tow spewing black smoke 
guides four barges towards 
a gap in a low railroad 
bridge created by a pivoting the town, materializing

that system in specific urban 
projects. Stone wall revet
ments expose channeled, 
sunken creeks mid-block

promenade, prospect and 
adjoining parking lot— 
is a civic space. It gathers 
the townsfolk together to 
stroll and to gaze, in close 
proximity to their river, at

truss. To the south, where 
the smoky blue-gray river 
meets the horizon, sky and 
water merge into an indis
tinguishable haze. While 
the park is as close to the 
riverbank as the esplanade, 
it is perched well above, 
thus distancing itself verti
cally from the river. This 
overlook park offers a sense 
of detachment while main
taining prospect over the 
river's abundance.

The cemetery, the town's 
highest public landscape, 
overlooks both town and 
river. In LcHjisiana, the 
deceased occupy privileged 
ground high above the river's 
fury and the valley's heat.

Below: The topographic 
structure of Louisiana—the 
enframing hills, river parks, 
creek and grid.
Right: Intersection of the gen
eralized grid artd particular 
geography. The creek rum as 
an open channel through the 
btcKfc and under the storefront.

where one expects alleys, 
gardens and basements.
City streets cross over metal 
bridges, not culverts, when 
the stream and grid intersect.

This overlay of a gener
alized grid upon a particular 
geography is marked, not 
concealed. The terrain 
transformed the grid into 
a series of seemingly dis
crete, but integrally related, 
urban landscape projects. 
They inscribe Louisiana’s 
two orders, grid and terrain, 
into a unique urban form.

Henderson Park is a river 
overlook. From a play
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A sense of altered time accompanies this phenome
non of spatial displacement. We are moving 
upstream against the passage of dine, against the 
flow of sediment-saturated floodwaters. Our travel 
s[>ecd is only twice that of walking, but even this 
pace is tempered by daily passage through locks, 
where we are slowed by both the process of raising 
the water level and the etiquette of river boat travel.

I begin to notice continuities and relationships 
along this line where 1 saw only differences before. 
Towns that would normally be e.xperienced along 
the upland edge, the twentieth-centur)^ strip or 
bypass, are now seen from their original front, 
the river, Entering through these old city water 
gates allows me to discover the town’s facade or 
elevation before its plan and to experience the 
riverfront as a threshold, not a back door.

This reading of the town encourages specula
tion about the past, about the relationship 
betw'een town and terrain, and about the pre
sent — how our normative means of analyzing the 
landscape can cloud or limit the proposals we 
make and the conclusions we reach.

Despite these local variations, each town’s 
form is topologically consistent. The initial 
plats graft themselves onto the riverbanks, 
extending the river’s alignment inland. These 
blocks are clustered around the riverfront and 
centered on a small, but ceremonially impor

tant, town square.
A.S this matrix of city block.s expands away 

from the river, tw’o other forces compete with 
the river for control of the town form. First, 
the river bluffs (a particular, local condition) 
assert themselves as the location of three 
common, urban landscapes: the park, cemetery 
and suburb. Second, the Land Ordinance survey 
(an abstract, universal sj'stem) 
operates at a larger scale, reorient
ing the city grid from the river’s 
alignment to that of the nation’s 
consistent latitudinal and longi
tudinal grid.

Panorama and Prospect as Ways 
of Seeing the Urban Terrain

This conceptual, structural consis- 
ienc\’, this particular morpholog)’, 
manifests itself in the long, horizontal panorama 
that unfolds as we approach a town from the river.

Between towns, the riverbanks are sparsely 
populated. Small wooden houses with second- 
storv porches elevated on stilts hover above the 
shoreline in front of the river’s forested sections; 
screens of trees veil farmland in the distant flood 
plain; clusters of tall, cylindrical grain elevators, 
conveyor belts and loading docks are reminiscent 
of monumental, constructivist assemblages — 
until the arrival of an empty barge starts the 
movements, noi.ses and smells of loading grai n.

At the edge of a town, curtains of densely 
vegetated slopes or transparent screens of river- 
bank trees open to reveal a bow l-like river valley 
bottom of buildings enframed by green bluffs.

Topography, Topology and Morphology 

.As we move within the edge between two land 
masses, the Mississippi River reasserts itself as 
the center of a vast basin, the original highway 
between the Rockies and the Appalachian Moun
tains. The river re-emerges as a vital artery sup
porting the towns scattered along its banks.

Each town’s location, access points and nat
ural boundaries are topographically dependent 
upon the river valleys, terraces and bluffs. For 
instance, towns on the western hanks were sited 
for ease of crossing by ferry or train from the 
east. The w idth of a particular stream valley 
and the height of its bluffs limit a tow n’s size, 
the direction of expansion and the degree 
of integration between various precincts or 
neighborhoods.

H«nry Lewis, Lowiswne.
From Das illustrirta Mississippi- 
that (Leipzig: Schmidt and Gun
ther, 1923). Courtesy Special 
Collections/Rare Books, Univer
sity of Minnesota Library.
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Prospect.
1 hcse initial discoveries are tollowed bv

periods «)f reflection and reconsideration as we 
travel north, physically exploring new towns and 
mentally revisiting previous towns. Each day’s 
docking signals the transition between viewing
and moving, between exploring with the eyes
alone and with the entire body. H'he shift in
inodes of movement is accompanied by percep
tual and conceptual oscillations. WTiat is fore
ground and background in these places, town
or terrain? V\Trat is figure and field in this urban
Diorpholog)', grid or landscape?

Terrain and Grid as Formative Features
of the Midwestern Section

The terrain establishes both Three observ'ations emerge from the contrast
the field (the valley) and frame between the new (what I am witnessing on the
(the bluff) for urban form. trip) and the known (what J have absorl>ed from
'I'he bluffs also provide a past experience). First, becau.sc we approached
prospect for understanding towns from the river, their original portal, the
a town and its relationship to terrain (or section) figures prominently in our
the river. Our panoramic impression of their form and stnicture.^
understanding of the towm is The Land Ordinance grid (or section) figures 

as the second formative feature of this midwestemturned inside out as we stand
at the overlooks atop these 

bluffs and survey the vastness of the Mississippi 
River valley. 'Ehis prospect should not be dis
missed merely as a spot for a beautiful view; it is 
also a place “to seek, to explore, to search,” a way 
of knowing. Surely, partofa prospect’s power is 
a result of its separation by vertical elevation, not 
horizontal distance, from the land surveyed.* 

Viewed from the river, the riverbank estab
lishes a town’s base or ground plane and its 
threshold. The character of this threshhold 
varies, depending on its width and depth, 
on the peculiarities of natural terrain (valley 
or bluff) and of engineered terrain (esplanade 
or levee). This landscape is the locus of instabil
ity and change despite ail civic and engineering 
attempts to control it.

American landscape. 'I'he Land Ordinance grid, 
when recognized as the primary ordering sy’stem 
of the American midwest, is usually characterized 
as oblivious to the terrain.^ Such a thesis contra
dicts the physical reality of the towns I visited 
along the Mississippi. Eheir urban form is memo
rable because of the unpretlictable interaction of 
the grid and terrain.

The third observation is that the significant 
urban landscapes in these towns are located at 
the edge and not in the center of the town.

Each of these assertions contradicts two myths 
particular to American landscape literature: that 
the grid is the dominant, and frequently destruc
tive, ordering system of the American midwest 
town and that the quintessential landscape of the 
nineteenth centurv' is the central town square.

Lock and dam 119. Courtesy 
[lizabethK. Meyer.
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Quincy, Illinois
River mile 327. River elevation + 470'

landKapes to be viewed and
early town. The sections and walk—Quincy emerges drains divert water directly\ admired from a distance,

L' subdivide into blocks, some as a setting for a diverse downhill. The sloping walks from the shelter of the front
500 feet square, others. 500 array of spaces, each of prevent water from drain- porch Of bluff park.
by 1,000 feet. which speaks to its particu- ing across the plots artd pro- The third variation

a moment, Quincy's lar place on the land. These vide an undulating counter- CKCurs in a fragment of an
'laintttr gridded field reads spaces—parks, drives. point to the stepped planes 1889 romantic suburb called
as a fifUf* bracketed by the squares, neighborhoods of tombs and markers. Lawndale. The suburb's
town’s edge parks, perched and boulevardi ■are vivid Quincy's remarkable winding drives have little to

above the river. places because of their urban landscape also results do with topographic relief;
At tha same time, the parks contrast to the repetitive from unusual transforma- rather, they differentiate
toregwund the existing pattern of the city plan. tions of its block pattern. this speculative develop-
twain of sharply dissected Commemoration ar>d The first transformation, an ment from its surroundings.
rietr terraces. City grid and recreation in Quincy r^e- open block near the town's Yet Lawndale is only a frag-

sent the town's history and original center and now the ment; after a block or two
character for us, manifest- town square, was created of sinuous strolling, one
ing it in landscape form. by clearing or 'not build- returns to the grid's familiar
The rKKthern parks, each ing.* The act of not building grain and orientation.
one block wide and together carries symbolic meaning: What is remarkable
eight blocks long, pre- the town's history can about Quincy, then, is the
dictably provide be read in the density ofprospects way in whkh urban land-
of the Mississippi. Curving objects (war memorials, scape projects work at two
carriage drives line the statues, commemorative contextual scales—the river
bluff, protected from the fountains) and the type of and the town. Quincy's bluff
edge by a massive stone events selected for com- parks and cerrretery bracket
retaining wall. The drive memoration. the river facade in both
leads north into the woods. The second deviation plan and elevation. At the
where it crosses gorges of occurs at Park Place, a resi- scale of the town block,
horizontally bedded lime- dential block of large, yet a number of projects con-
stone. There, atop the soft unpretentious, houses over- tinue this dialogue between
gray limestone bridge looking a 165-foot-wide grid and terrain. Artd the
spanning the gorge below, boulevard. The houses are town square, residential
the rawness of the Illinois set five feet above the boulevard and romantic
landscape is preserved street and forty feet back suburban drive—resistant
within town. from the sidewalks. This sep- to the grid's universalizing

aratlon from the public wayTo the south, at Wood- nature, yet reluctant to
larrd Cemetery, a different repeats the town’s relation- reject its order- :onstruct
sensibility takes hold. ship to the river—proxi- sites, make place, calibrate
Three elements—drainage. mate, yet detached; visually distance and announce
land terracing and statu- connected, yet vertically difference without subvert-
ary—intersect, imbuirtg the separated. In the nineteenth ing the whole.
cemetery with a unique century, street and river
landform and character. were both furxrtional neces-
Circuiation and drainage sities, vital transportation
are interwoven in a con- corridors for commerce, and
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Burlin n
River mile 404, River elevation + 520'

Burlington's topographic
morphology is similar to 

Louisiana's but larger in 
scale. The town sits in a 
valley with its residential 
neighborhoods occupying 
the flanking hilltops. Each 
hill has its square park 
arourtd which fashionabte 

residences dustered.
The slopes of these 

hills are steeper than in 
Louisiana. The grid defers to 
the hills in two ways: by 
eliminating streets where 
the slopes are too steep and 
by inventing an alternative 
means of negotiating ter
rain. The second strategy is 
found in Snake Alley, an 
1894 project that trans
formed North Sixth Street 
into a curving brick alley 
fpreceding San Francisco's 
lombard Street, built in the 
1920s). Snake Alley has 
been a continual source of 
pride to Burlington, as is 
evident In the residential 
historic district surrounding 
the alley and the repeated 
reference to the alley 

in contemporary tourism 
brochures.

TTtis pricfe in local 

response to the intersection 
of the grid and terrain is all 
the more poignant in light 
of a more recent urban 
landscape project located a 
few blocks away on Jeffer
son Street, the town's main 
commercial street. It was 
"improved" with a pedes
trian mall that has more to 
do with preconceived ideas 
inserted into a IcKdIe than 
it does with the particulars 
of the place. Unlike Snake

.mi:
been a loop that bridges 
over a steep ravine as it 
enters Crapo Park.

Crapo Park, situated at 
the southern edge of town, 
combined the characteristics 
of a typical Victorian plea
sure ground with the 
riverview park seen earlier 
in Louisiana. Its overlook is 
large enough to hold public 
gatherings and we are told 
that presidential candidate 
Jimmy Carter held a rally 
here. That this 1976 cam
paign event was held in an 
edge park located on Main 
Street but a mile south and 
130 feet above Market 
Street tells us much about 
the shift of civk life from 
the center of town to its 
edge. In 18S8 one of the 
Lincoirs-Douglas debates 
took place 80 miles south of 
here, in Quincy's Washing
ton Square, around which 
that town was built.

Alley, the Jefferson Street 
mall occupies a parcel, but 
does not construct a site.

This is not to say that 
all landscape design has to 
be contextual, to fit, to 
emanate from the specifics 
of a place. Rather, what 
seems successful—in fact 
meaningful—in the towns 
we visited is the dialogue 
between the new and the 
existing, between the ideal 
plan type (the grid) and 
the terrain's circumstarKes.

There are other dues 
that twentieth-century 
urbanization has not been 
kind to this nineteenth-cen
tury commercial and civic 
center. One of the town's 
bluffs has been severed 
from downtown by a 
depressed arterial. One of 
the many blocks demolished 
for the bypass formed the 
north facade of North Mill 
Park, a residential square.

Fortunately, the town's 
continuity with its southern 
bluff is still intact. There 
Burlington's late nine
teenth- and early twenti
eth-century suburbs were 
connected to the down
town by a trolley that nego
tiated Main Street's steep 
slope. The terminus of this 
trolley line seems to have

Top: Snake Alley. Courtesy Iowa 
Division of Tourism.
Drawings by Mary d*Laitlf*. 
Courtesy Design Center for the 
American Urban Landscape.
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Survey, “to inspect
or take a view of, especially in a general 

or comprehensive w ay... 
to examine carefully with reference 

to condition, situation, or 
the like to determine the

boundaries, form, extent, area
contour, etc., of 

(a tract of land)

Scaling the Grid—Land Ordinance,
Town Plan and Urban Project

WTiat is the Land Ordinance grid’s influence on 
land organization in the American midwest?
The Mississippi River basin is divided into 24- 
by 24-nhle squares, each of which is subdivided 
into six- by six-mile townships bounded by 
county roads. Most towns that we visited were 
plotted within 1/36 of the township, the one- 
by one-mile section.^

Mewed at a scale larger than the section, the 
landscape l>ears the imprint ofa per\'asive north- 
south orthogonal matrix within which the circum
stances of land use and terrain are accommodated. 
Tlie patches of the quilt may vary in color and 
pattern, but the consistency of their size and shape 
contributes to the predictable regulariw of the 
quilt. Within the square and the township, the grid 
and the terrain maintain a somewhat eas>' relation
ship with one another: one defers to the other at 
possible moments of conflict or intersection.

How ever, within the smaller scale of the sec
tion, one begins to discern another system of 
order. There is literally and flguratively a much 
closer fit of terrain and grid. If a prominent natural 
feature exists within or adjacent to the 640-acre 
section, the terrain frequently asserts itself as the 
controlling system, not the circumstantial event.

Of course, a grid may structure a town’s blocks, 
alleys, streets and fields. But this local grid fre- 
quendy orients itself to the river, a blu(¥, or a 
creek, not to the north-south Land Ordinance 
grid. The size and shape of the blocks, their grain 
and directionality, their extent or boundary, and 
their inevitable inflection to new orientations, 
sizes and shapes, are all suggested by the terrain.

This modulation or inflection from the Land 
Ordinance grid (a universal, abstract order given 
concrete form on a national scale) to the individ
ual town grid (a local, particular order emerging 
from the figural characteristics of the terrain)

denotes a reversal of priorities, a flexibility in the 
Land Ordinance grid. In short, “the ubiquitous 
grid” is really many grids of many scales with 
varying means of expression and varying degrees 
of interaction w ith the other s)-stem of order, 
the .Mississippi River Basin pht-siography.

Subsurface and Surface Terrain 

What is the role of the terrain in the urban land
scape morphology at the scale of the section?
First, the landscape’s undulations take on the role 
of figure, not background; the landscape has a 
conspicuous fomi, shape and outline upon which 
speculative block patterns are inscribed. Second, 
the topography predicts a town’s volumes, masses, 
circulation, boundaries and contours; as such, 
the terrain is the town’s armature.

The order imposed on a town by its particular 
terrain is as much a consequence of the subsurface 
as it is of the surface. 'Lhe subsurface of the zone 
through which I traveled, the dissected till plains 
area of the central lowland, consists of unstraii- 
fied, glacial drift eroded by the Mississippi River 
and its tributaries. This structure is indirectly 
expressed on the surface as physiography interacts 
with the processes of w ind, water and weather. 
F.rosion has exposed steep bluffs of sandstone
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and limestone and creates narrow secondar)’ creek 
valleys — hence, the small bowls and prominent 
hhiffs that characterize so many of our first 
impressions of these towns.

/Mso contributing' to the fonn and contour of 
the town are the degree of curvature and orienta
tion of the river, the steepness of the riverbank, the 
slope and width of the river terraces, the numl)er 
and size of the intersecting stream valleys and the 
vertical relationship of the valley bottom to the 
opposite riverbank’s slopes.

Simultaneously, the hilly, wooded parks sen’e as 
counterpoints to the farmed prairies and suburbs 
beyonti, signaling a threshold between city and 
country, town and fields.

I'hese these bluff parks anil cemeteries are 
places of orientation, of surveying, enabling 
one to view (and understand) the town and its 
setting, to appreciate its economic and scenic 
values, and to “figure out" its precise morphol
ogy. Despite their seemingly marginal locations, 
they are integral to understanding the town’s 
form and social life.

Since access from the town to the plain beyond 
logically follows a shallow slope or narrow river 
valley, the town grid usually fragments as it finds 
it way to the plain. Without exception, this frag
mentation gives way to the Land Ordinance grid’s 
section or township line as the town expands away 
from the river. The lines of shear or shift between 
the tow n grid and the Land Ordinance grid take 
many forms — irregular streets and blocks giving 
way to country roads and building parcels. They 
are the least noticeable edge, as they are manifest 
in plan more than in elevation.

Urban Landscapes as Edges and Boundaries 

The contour of the town — the line demarcating 
the extent of i ts form — is 
clearly, but discontinuously, 
articulated by the topography. 
These edges are not abrupt 
and emphatic. Instead, they 
are marked by changes in 
material, elevation, orienta
tion and scale that have spatial 
and volumetric dimension. 
Some riverfronts arc zones of 
transition and flux that provide 

for the advance and retreat of the river. Alarginal 
uses that can tolerate occasional floods have pros
pered here: at first, commercial facilities depen
dent upon the river traffic; later, recreational 
facilities tentatively linked to the river’s edge. 
Riverfront edges that exhibit substantial changes 
in elevation from land to water level permit more 
substantia! urban activities, including prome
nades for edging along the brink between terrace 
and slope.

The edges to the north and south are fre- 
quentlv the slopes or bluffs that connect the river 
valley to the prairie plain beyond. These edge 
parks or cemeteries operate at two scales. Their 
steep, wooded slopes bracket the orthogonal town 
grid, allowing it to compete for the role of figure.

||| XI
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City street rrteets the river in a 
boat landing, Quincy, III. 
Courtesy Eliiabeth K. Meyer,

The Urban Project

One clearly sees the interaction between terrain 
and grid at the scale of an urban project. This 
interaction takes the form of disruptions to the 
city grid caused by the overlay of topography, 
hydrology and geometn'. One such disruption, 
the twenty-five public stairs and the fenelon 
that ctinnect Dubuque’s downtown to its blufis 
some ioo-feet above, occurs when the terrain 
slope is so great that city blocks cannot continue. 
Rather than allow the slope to preclude circula
tion of any ty’pe between bluff and valley, 
Dubuque constructed elaborate stairways that 
traverse the steep terrain.

The plan of Louisiana is an example of an 
intersection of the town grid and the hydrologic
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In search of a post office. I
wander through the streets
seeking the Inevitable town
square. At last, I hear the
town square. Yes, hear it. A
90-cart race Is taking p|*ce 
around the square. All the 
drivers are middle-aged 
women. At last, a town
square with a purpose__
and a post office.

This town square, 250
by 250 feet, is the same size 
as rrtost of the downtown 
Wocks. To the north, the
blocks elongate, adjusting to
a long, narrow valley lead
ing out of tovw>. Within the
centraffietdofblocks.the
town square ar>d a park are 
the only public spaces. Land 
is too precious for n>ore 
puWic space; in fact, acres 
of land have been filled into 
the river to accommodate li 
industrial uses.

Many of the city's resi- 
dentiai districts and parks 
occupy the western and 
northern bluffs. The separa
tion between the bluff and 
valley seems insurmountable 
until one notices a fenelon 
at the base of Fourth Street. 
Th« small, counter-balanced 
elevator and pulley consists 

cars that rise tSS ver
tical feet in 220 horizontal 
feetBuiftin 1882 by the 

bluff's residents, it is one of 
nwe than twenty urban 
projects that connect Wuff 
ar)dtown.

Throughout Dubuque, 
the intersection of grid and 

terrain isconcretized (often 
bteraliy) in public stairways. 
One of the stairways is an 
intricate sculptural affair

that choreographs our 
movement from terrace to
terrace, view to view, 
expanse to closure. Some of 
the stairways are exuber
antly detal led with cast iron 
steps, concrete walls and 
profuse plantings. The 
intersection of the grid and 
the undulating topography 
creates a civic presence 
of public stairways and 
one fenelon that, together,
make visible the town's
topographic specificity

Ws Dubuque's harbor is unlike 
' any we have seen so far, 

enormous and well pro- 
------tected from the river's

changing moods. Dubuque 

mp is also one of the densest 
“ cities I’ve seen on the river. 
■V The steep bluffs and the 

scarcity of valley land 
resulted in continuous 
street walls and tall build- 

' ings, many constructed of 
brkk. irutead of wood or 

' sandstone.■* ‘
%

i
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pattern. Instead of enclosing the tributaries 
that empty into the Mississippi in ailverts and 
era<licating their influence on the visible city 
fonn, Louisiana’s blocks interact playfully with 
the drainage system. Open channels flowing 
through midblocks and building basements and 
under metal sidewalk grates and street bridges 
all contribute to one’s awareness of the drainage 
patterns through town. Over time, one mentally 
c“onstructs the creek’s course from the traces 
manifest in urban projects — walls, bridges, 
grates and channels.

tional and geometric morpholog)’ that infonn 
most theories of architectural typology. In this 
theory of urban landscape inorjihology, site is an 
ordering system, not a circumstantial faaor 
responsible for a formal type’s transformation.*^

Formulating a Theory
of Urban Landscape Morphology

The principles of an urban landscape theory' that 
posits order in the terrain and that looks to both 
geology and geometry as the basis for a formal 
morphology are as follows:

Terrain is an ordering system that interacts 
with the geometric plot (the grid) to structure the 
urban landscape, establishing a topological frame 
for urban space, circulation and life. The geomet
ric plot defers to the terrain witliin the section — 
in the siting and orientation of a town as well as 
in the demarcation of its contour or boundary’.
'I'he plot and terrain also intersect at the scale of 
the urban project, increasing the complexity an<l 
differentiation of city sectors and tailoring the 
project to the specific characteristics of the site.

A theory of urban landscapes that is formu
lated on the premise that a site’s topography, 
geology and hydrology’ are structural, not circum
stantial, must employ descriptive diagrams and 
drawings (such as the section and axonomctric) 
that figure the terrain, that make it conspicuous 
and prominent.7 A scheme for an urban landscape 
that is conceptualized sectionally can not avoid (or 
ignore or erase) the terrain in the same way that a 
conceptual plan can.

'I'his theory' of urban landscape morphology 
suggeste site design strategies of scaling, intersec
tion, overlay and superimposition, instead of 
strategies of compt)sition, to create patterns of 
urban fi»nn. This principle is not an issue of 
stylistic appropriateness. It is a necessity if one is 
to avoid the biases of compositional strategies 
of addition and subtraction predicated on ideal

Terrain as Urban Armature and Figure 

1 am arguing for a reading of the Mississippi 
river towns that restores terrain to the role of 
urban armature and figure. The relationship 
between grid geometry and terrain geomorphol
ogy varies according to the scale of the site 
under scrutiny. Neither system is universally 
dominant; rather each deflects, intersects, 
overlaps, erases and transforms the other.

Such a premise insists on the dissolution of 
the simple, binary oppositions used to describe, 
analyze, and amceptualize urban landscapes. 
Such pairs, architecture and landscape, city and 
nature, built and natural, formal and informal, 
assume that one concept is not only the opposite, 
but also the negation of the other; that one 
has structure and the other does not; that one 
is dominant and the other is not.

The morjjhology of urban landscapes pro
posed here emerges out of a language of intersec
tion and inclusion. Tliese inclusive, intersecting 
landscapes occur throughout a town in small 
projects, and along its edges or boundaries as 
riverfronts, bluff cemeteries and riverfront parks, 
shifts from the river’s to the Land Ordinance 
grid’s alignment, etc. Their typological consis
tency owes more to the particularities of topogra
phy, geomorphology and adjacency than to func
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orders (geometr)') and circumstanrial factors 
(site and use).

This theorv' offers an alternative to contem
porary urban or landscape design theories that 
privilege the town plan over the topography.
In these theories, which have geometric biases, 
the structure of the geomorphology and terrain 
is seen as “disorder, disruption, distortion, 
awkwardness and irregularity.”^

'Phis theoty also challenges the writings of artists 
and designers who have been influenced by phe
nomenological theory. Tliis essay might be seen as 
e.vpaniling their concerns to include a site’s smic- 
mre as well as its perceptual phenomena and, most 
imp<jrtandy, how the urban landscape can be as 
meaningful to the collective as it is to the individual.

In place of these theories, this essay offers a 
perspective that foregrounds the terrain as a for
mative feature of urban landscape morphology. 
Such foregrounding calls into question the myth 
of place-making that seeks order in the general, 
the grid, the plan, and the marking of center. 
Instead, by altering one’s perspective — in order to 
view landscape as foreground, not background, 
and to describe it as a system of intersections 
(both-ands) not appositions (either-ors) — 
the particular, the terrain, the section and the 
marking of boundaries and edges are understood 
as essential, nor marginal, components for 
placemaking in the urban landscapes of the 
Mississippi River valley...and beyond.

8

device in American land 

platting(the dirision nfland 
into one-mile by one-mile 

squares), and “section” as 
a drawing convention that 

slices through the plan verti

cally, depicting the terrain^ 
vertical change.

4. See Paul Spreiregen, 
“Designs on the Land,” in 

Tl>e American Land (New 
York: Norton, 1979), 69. He 
describes the grid in the fol

lowing way, “so it is that the 

grid has come to symbolize 
the explorative excesses of 
the nineteenth century, the 

careless and often irrespon

sible use of the land.” While 
J. B. Jackson’s “Almost Per
fect Town," described in 

Ervin Zube’s Landscapes, is 
also laid out in an “inflexi

ble gridiron,"Jackson does 
concede that "strangely

enough, this inflexibiliw in 

the plan has had some very' 

pleasant results."
5. For an excellent discus

sion of the structure of the 
Ordinance grid, see Richard 

Bartlett, “Ownership and 

Order: l.egislations and 
Provision for Government” 

in Tbe New Country: A Sociai 
History of tbe American Fron

tier fjj6-iSpo (New York: 
Oxford University Press,

1974). 69-
6. Rafael Moneo, “On 

Ty-polt^," Oppositions 13 

(Summer i978);23-45.
7. Mario Gandelsonas’s analy

sis of Des Moines comes to 
mind as an example.
8. One might think of the 

writings of Bernard Ischumi 

and Peter Eisenman as rep
resentative of recent interest 

in the architectural implica

tions of these strategies. For 

a critique of one such archi

tectural theory from the per
spective of landscape design, 
see my article, “The Public 

Park as Avant-garde (Land

scape) Architecture” in 

Landscape Journal io:i 

{Spring 1991).
9. Here, I could cite the the
ories of new town planning 

advocated by Andres Duany, 
Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk and 
their colleagues. Those the

ories also draw on existing 
urban landscapes, but their 

architectural lens is neither 

wide nor focused enough to 
discern the structural role 

that the terrain played in 
dte projects of their heroes, 

such as John Nolen and 

Raymond Unwin.
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Notes
The definitions accompany'- 

ing the text are derived from 
Webster’s Iwentieth Century 

Unabridged Dictionary, 2 ed. 
(New York: Simon and 

Schuster, 1983).
1.1 joined the six-week 

journey during the middle 
two weeks. A longer version 
of this article includes 

vignettes from each of the 
eleven towns I visited.
2. This combinaticMi of prox

imity and separation occurs 
at many scales in the Missis
sippi River basin. One need 

only cite the relationship of 
the residential front porch 

to city street in Quincy, III., 
to envision analogies at the 

scale of the urban fm^ject.

3.1 am using the word “sec
tion” in two distinct ways in 

this essay: “section” as a
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Eight years ago, Phoenix initiated an innovative citywide public 

art master plan. Instead of focusing on simple public space 

enhancement projects, the plan integrated the art program into 

the planning, funding and design of capital improvements — 

highways, water facilities, waste transfer stations, and more.

rhe plan, developed by William Morrish, Catherine Brown 

and Grover Mouton in collaboration with citizens, civic lead

ers and public agencies, responded to several challenges:

How could art projects make the city’s underlying terrain 

and infrastructure systems more l^ible, part of the city’s con

scious cultural framework?

How could art projects involve citizens and designers in 

making public works that are not only functional but also 

visual and educative resources?

How could the art program create a dialogue that would ele

vate the design of other public and private development?

By 1992, political support for this program had declined. 

Even so, few art programs have matched the conceptual breath 

of Phoenix’s plan, its integration of art and public works, and 

its understanding of how a public art program could be a cata 

lyst for broader, sustained discussions about city design.

Places first reported on this initiative in 1988. Here, we offer 

reflections on what the plan accomplished and afterwords by 

Morrish and Phil Jones, the current Arts Commission director^

' ■,>

l^| Oppostte pag*'. Summary 
k drawing from th« tMSpubtk 
^ art plan. ThB drawing, aiMl 

others throughout thkMrias 
of articles, courtesy William 

I Morrish and Catheriite Brown. 
Photographs courtesy Phoenia 

- ArtsCorrwrMSsion.

li-' ;
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We like tt) think that plans are the seeds, rather 
than the fruits, of political vision. 'I'hat may 
explain why Phoenix’s 1988 Public Art Alaster 
Plan has been touted so widely as the real start of 
Phoenix’s public art program — the moment when 
the program got its bearings and brains. In the 
beginning, goes the story', the plan established 
the now acclaimed link between public art and 
infrastructure and showed Phoenix how to trans
form itself from a sprawling act of real estate 
into a thoughtful expression of urban design.

In truth, the plan was largely a codihcation of 
what Phoenix had already begun to do by fonning 
an arts commission, enacting a public art program 
and specifically linking public art to its infrastruc
ture improvements. Before the plan was con
ceived, the city had approved more than seventy 
projects funded by thirteen municipal sources. 
The widely-praised Solid Waste Management 
Facility and Thomas Road Overpass were already 
in the works.

The plan added a flexible way of seeing the city 
whole. Its fifteen “Working Zones” amounted to 
priority areas where the city could get the best 
mileage out of its public art money. The zones 
included city services and systems — roads, moun
tain preserves, trails, solid waste, water and waste- 
water facilities — that the program was already 
addressing. Thej’ also included commercial cores, 
urban village centers and key urban networks, 
such as canals.

'Fhe thrust of the plan was to make something 
memorable out of daily arrivals and departures — 
to create orienting, you-are-here experiences 
for the average w'alker (who usually drives) in the 
city'. The plan’s prescription was a slew of artist- 
designed gateways, streetscapes and public mark
ers. These were intended to give Phoenix’s 
increasingly aimless expanse (up from 375 square 
miles in 1988 to more than 450 today) a more 
coherent and comprehensible pattern. They 
were also conceived to help the Arts Commission 
fulfill what William Morrish and Catherine 
Brown characterized in their 1988 Places summary 
of the plan as “its leading role as aesthetic urban 
designers for the city’.”

The claim sounds a little boisterous now. But, 
because the public art program draw's from the till 
of e\'ery city department, the .Arts Commission

Aa >r*> ■
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l>ecame the onlyagencj' that annually mapped out 
all of the city’s upcoming design and construction 
projects. We could see the big picnire of structures, 
systems and spaces Phoenix was about to build — 
where the concentrations of money were and where 
there might be opportunities for public agencies 
to combine efforts and avoid the inevitable conflicts 
of layering single-purpose projects on top of one 
another. In short, we could see how the city’s new 
identit)’ was being shaped.

Ultimately, the results were affected even more 
by the expectations other design professionals and 
city officials — elected and unelected — had of 
projects invohing artists. Plenty of folks in and 
out of the city bureaucracy' weren’t enthused 
alM)ut artists butting into the traditional lairs of 
engineers, architects and landscape architects. 
Others were glad to put artists to work.

The Street Transportation Department was 
particularly receptive. 'I'he aims of the public art 
program suited the department’s grow ing interest 
in finding new ways to soften the impact of 
streets on the city — to make them a friendly, 
even enriching ingredient of urban life. The 
department was attracted to the idea that involv
ing an artist on a project gave it license to try 
something new, essentially freeing projects from 
the cookie-cutter designs that were causing the 
department and the city so much public grief.

Departments eager to experiment helped 
extend die urban design role of artists far beyond 
those that had been identified in the master plan. 
WTien the program got under way, the common 
assumption around the city was that artists could 
pretty up the humdrum designs of engineers, 
architects and landscape architects. The Thomas 
Road Overpass and the Solid W^aste Manage
ment Facility showed that, given enough room 
to experiment, design teams — artists, architects, 
engineers and all — could invest the city’s infra
structure with new forms and meanings.

The cloud in this silver lining is that few artists 
and city departments are really up to that task. 
Most of the artists who have worked here have 
wielded the cookie-cutter as deftly as the dullest 
engineers and bureaucrats. Too many have pro
moted tedious formulas that they defend with 
trumped-up pleas for artistic freedom and auton
omy. Too few understand the give and take of

urban design and how to address the compelling 
limits of a project’s purpose and setting.

But the talent pool of artists is no smaller 
than the bureaucracy’s ability to withstand suc
cessful public art. Distinctive works inevitably 
arouse curiosity. Curiosity provokes debate. 
Deliate is supposedly gootl for an open society. 
But in a bureaucracy with a well-defined corpo
rate structure, uncontrolled debate is as welcome 
as uncontrolled fire. If the bureaucratic and fiscal 
moods are right — as they were when the brawl 
erupted over “The Wall Cycle to Ocotillo” in 
1992 — controversy can even l>e used to suggest 
that the program that caused it has “insufficient 
oversight,” that it is using the talents of too many 
outsiders, that its administrators are not properly- 
reporting to the powers that be, or that the pro
gram is squandering public funds.

No plan can adequately anticipate the conse
quences of such reactions. Nor can a plan ever 
teach a city’ how to sustain its experimental search 
for quality and innovation in urban design 
through hard times. Phoenix’s public art program 
continues to involve artists in designing the city. 
But the progress of the Public Art Master Plan’s 
comprehensive vision — the one that briefly gave 
the /\ns Commission a leading role in designing 
tJie city — ended when “The WiW Cycle to 
Ocotillo” became known in dark, sober tones 
around City Hall as “the Squaw Peak Pots.”

Opposite page, top: "Working 
tone 13.0. Roads Freeways and 
Transit* from the 1908 pian.

Photographs: *Wali Cycle to 
Ocotillo,* 1992. These large- and 
small-scale vessels and planters, 
painted in different motifs, are 
placed on the neighborhood 
side of the Squaw Peak Parkway 
and serve as bicycle trail mark
ers, neighborhood identity 
features, community gardens, 
seating niches and gazebos. 
Artists: Mags Harries and Lajos 
Heder.
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Fift)- years ago, Phoenix was a sleepy little oasis 
of 50,000 people nestled together on about 25 
square miles of the tiesert floor. 'I'oday, the metro
politan region imasts a population of 2.3 million 
occupying nearly 2,000 square miles. With 
growth like this, little wonder the city struggles 
for a sense of identity that includes anything more 
than the mountains heavnng up out of the land
scape, and the human-made net of streets that 
ropes them in.

In 1988, Bill .Morrish, Catherine Brown and 
Grover Mouton imagined an extraordinary’ 
enrichment exercise for the city of Phoenix: a 
fusion of urban infrastructure and public art into 
a new system “connected, prepared and endowed 
with meaning” for the residents of the city. Art 
would transform roadways intt) cultural pathways, 
subdivisions into communities. The hope was to 
offer a model that would help ameliorate somewhat 
the “vast distances and long lines of formali/.ed 
development that...overwhelm...and disorient... 
the olwerver....” They projMJsed nothing less than 
a new cognitive mapping sy’stem for city residents, 
one that would supplement the natural and human- 
made structures already laid out across the valley.

The strategy’ brilliantly turned the city’s worst 
enemy — its vast size — into hope for salvation. 
The plan would co-opt the very transportation 
and irrigation networks that en.ibled sprawl hy 
giving them cultural legihility. 'I'he proposal was 
e.xciting for the clarity of vision and almost Con- 
fiician simplicity it offered for solving the complex 
problem of endowing a commonplace conurba
tion w ith a distinct character.

.After seven years, the Phoenix Arts Commis
sion can point to some smashing successes. Artist 
Kevin Berry’s streetscapes for the Sunnyslope 
neigblmrhood are a playful, convincing abstrac
tion of the suburb’s history as a mining town 
and tuberculosis sanitarium. The city dump has 
become an unlikely, subversively, instructive 
sculptural presence in the fonn of a new reclama
tion and recycling building designed by a team 
of engineers and environmental artists.

The vision conies closest to fruition along the 
Squaw Peak Parkw ay, which, thanks to the plan, is 
certainly among the most beautiful in the nation. 
The landscape design is outstanding, and the 
roadw ay senses as an armature for several major

Reed Kroloff

From Infrastructure to Identity
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Top: “Working Zon« 2.0, 
Control Avenue,’ from the 
1988 plan.
Right: Streetscepe for Dunlap 
Avenue, in the Sunnyilope 
neighborhood, 1990. Artist 
Kevin 8erry. Photograph by 
Tarah Rider Berry.
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Left and b«low: Dreamy Draw 
pedestrian bridge, across the 
Sguaw Peak Parkway, 1995. 
Artist: Vicki Scuri.

to realize that infrastructure can and should be 
more than only purpose-driven.

I am optimistic. No master plan can antici
pate the spasms of public sentiment. At the same 
time Phoenix took a swipe at the Arts C^mimis- 
sion, it was spending hundreds of millions of 
dollars for cultural infrastructure of the more 
traditionally concentrated variety. So we have a 
new worUI-class lihrar)-, art museum expansion 
and science center, with more projects ct>ming. 
The Arts (anninissitm remains and will over
come its setbacks, slowly. There is no question 
that the public art plan has contributed to this 
exciting new climate.

Perhajis, as the modem Phoenix canal sj'stem 
is built, in part, over a thousand-year-old prede
cessor, and since the city takes its name and cur
rent fonn from the constant process of remaking 
itself, a coherent vision for public art will rise out 
of these tentative starts and help tleliver Phoenix 
to the front ranks of /\merican urbanism. WTiat a 
city it could he.

art installations. The installations — ranging from 
tire-tread-inspired sound harriers to bits ant! 
pieces of domestic hric-a-brac-cuni-sculpture — 
are easily understood as part of a considered 
system of challenging public art. It has become 
a landmark that attracts tourists and locals alike.

Sadly, the parlway also sowed the seeds of 
destruction for the Atorrish, Brown and Mouton 
plan. A great political uprising about the quality 
of the parkway’s art and the distribution of public 
funds for “non-essential” and “un-Arizona” 
design ultimately led to the gutting of the Arts 
Commission, the departure of its visionary’ and 
energetic director, and the drastic reduction of 
the percent-for-art budget that supported it.

In short, the plan was too good for itself.
Public awareness was raised just enough to cast a 
wary eye toward public art. No new cognitive 
map was unfolded. And most of the installations 
now exist as so many of the other positive human 
contributions to this desert city: isolated, iiiscon- 
nected incidents in a vast wch of streets, canals 
and mountains which remain the true compass 
points for most residents.

Yet all is not lost. Recently, the unenlightened 
art history major who currently occupies the 
governors office in Phoenix decided, in his sig
nature shortsighted fashion, that for budgetary 
reasons, landscaping and aesthetic improvements 
would be suspended on all new freeway con
struction. The public response was immediate 
and overwhelmingly negative. People had come
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How did I, as public works director of a large city, 
get involved in developing projects that involve 
public art? 'I'he answer is not as simple as you 
might think.

As an engineer and manager, my background 
and training involve rational thinking with an 
emphasis on established standards. Artists, on the 
other hand, are creative and explore new concepts 
that at times go beyond what society will accept.

One of my responsibilities was reviewing capi
tal improvement projects with the arts commis
sion’s executive director. VVlien we discussed the 
solid waste transfer station, she asked, “Would art 
fit into this?” The station is adjacent to a landfill, 
and we hesitated. But the more we thought about 
it, we wondered, why not?

We are entering a new era of public concern 
for the environment at a time when economic 
conditions are poor; there are simply not enough 
funds to build all the facilities and operate all the 
programs that are needed. Services like public 
safety are a high priority, as crime is of great con
cern to all j>eople. But even though people are 
ver>’ supportive of rec>xling programs and envi
ronmental efforts, facilities that support waste 
removal and treatment are out of sight, out of 
mind. The average citizen does not know where 
waste goes when they flush the toilet. The same 
thing is true of trash, which disappears when the 
garbage truck picks it up and drives away.

On the other hand, public concern for protect
ing the environment and maintaining property 
values has severely constrained our ability to 
locate, design and develop infmstnicture projects. 
Solid-waste facilities and wastewater plants, or 
anything that is perceived as negative, trigger the 
NIMBY (“not-in-my-back\'ard”) swdrome, and 
we get tremendous opposition.

Ron Jensen

Artists and the New Infrastructure

Above: Water resources provide 
one of the five frameworks 
established in the plan 
for organizing art projects. 
Below and opposite page: Solid 
Waste Management Facility. 
1993. Photograph, Craig Smith.

The New Infrastructure

We need a new vision for the way we design, 
build and operate our infrastructure, if we are 
going to maintain the public support our pro
grams and projects require. People need to 
understand that facilities for processing, trans
ferring and storing waste are part of the environ
mental solutions they seek.

V\'e must begin to invest in what I call “The 
New Infrastructure” — multipurpose, citizen
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friendly and education-oriented facilities that 
meet a range of community needs, rather than just 
proride a basic service. These projects will be the 
products of multi-disciplinar)' teams operating in 
an open environment with extensive citizen input.

UTiile public works often meet resistance, many 
public art projects have become well accepted and 
sources of public pride. The vision that comes from 
the involvement of artists can add a new dimension 
to infrastructure projects, balancing the elements 
of engineering design that protect public safety and 
meet operational requirements.

WTien our department agreed to work with 
the arts commission on the waste transfer facility, 
we made it clear we were not simply going to plop 
a statue at the comer and call it art. Rather, we 
wanted a vision for making the facility really open 
to the public. We w'anted to counter the NIMBY 
syndrome and help people understand that they 
share in the responsibility of processing and dis
posing of their solid waste.

We wanted to include environmental education 
to help the public learn about recycling by watching 
the process. We did not want to have a strictly utili
tarian project in which tours would be unsafe or 
would not portray w’hat really goes on. We w anted 
to design educariveness in fmm the vet)’ beginning.

We enrision this facility to be the first phase of 
an environmental research park. Nearby, there is a 
wastewater plant whose effluent is channeled in 
canals to fanners for irrigation. One of the artists’ 
concepts, upon which we are expanding, was to 
divert some of that effluent into the flood control 
basin behind the waste transfer station. It would 
flow through a series of ponds and channels, with 
cattails, reeds and water hyacinths. At this research 
park, we could undertake research on wastewater 
treatment and create a habitat for water fowl.

artists, architects, engineers, planners and man
agers, will be critical to this approach. I have a 
pet saying, “Involvement breeds commitment." 
If you get people involved in a project, they will 
become committed to its success.

Not all artists or engineers are able to function 
well in a multi-disciplinar)’, team environment. 
Many artists insist that what they create and sign 
their name to must be all theirs. Many engineers 
are fixed in the concept of doing things the same 
way, following established standards.

It takes an enlightened indiridual to work suc
cessfully on a team charged with creating the new 
infrastructure. Participants must be willing to be 
involved in give-and-take, they must be willing to 
consider factors of cost and function, even when 
exploring new ideas, There must be a process 
for balancing contrasting concepts and opinions.

The support of a citizens group can be the 
driving force to completing an infrastructure 
project. And my experience is that citizens are 
eager to learn more about their roles in recycling 
solid waste and conserving water. The power of 
the public should not be underestimated.

Nancy Connery

Years before Phoenix' new garbage facility was built, public works director Ron Jensen 

bragged it would become the city's 'second biggest tourist attraction after Camelback 

Mountain.' That kind of bravado is rare among public works officials. His gamble seems 

to have paid off in lavish press attention, along with a few snags and small ironies.

I went to see the facility late in 1994. just as it began operation. It is at once a soaring, 

cathedral-like structure and a gritty utility on the outskirts of Phoenix's industrial zone. 

Cascading gardens adorn the public entrance. Inside, state prison inmates sort through 

tons of garbage to extract 'recyclables"; giant trucks convey the rest to a city landfill.

Chuck Hamstra, a civil engineer and impromptu tour guide, gave me a tough insider's 

look at the place. From his technical vantage, the artists (and the project's consulting 

engineers) had overlooked lots of practical concerns that now vexed its operators. For 

example, the dramatic external trusses drew hordes of pigeons and corrosion problems.

A cracked window in the public viewing area would cost thousands to replace because 

of its unusual size.

But when I asked how he liked working at the facility, Hamstra became ebullient.

He described the sense of peacefulness and pride he felt there. He liked the steady stream 

of international visitors. He ended the tour with an eloquent description of how the 

project should be expanded to foster greater public environmental awareness. His vision 

was remarkably similar to one offered by the artists.

Bringing Artists and Communities onto the Team 

The future offers many opportunities for expand
ing the new infrastructure. Involving communi
ties and creating multi-disciplinary teams of
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and on reliefs in bridge columns. References to 
water, especially its scarcity in the desert, are 
another phrase in this language, as in the water 
valve and water meter box hatch covers Michael 
Maglich designed. Stone is also frequently used.

Karth, water, sun plants, animals — connec
tions of parts to the whole — that is the essence 
of the aesthetic stimulated by the plan. But the 
projects that work best are also connected 
to their immediate surroundings, particularly 
the people who inhabit the area.

'I'he Papago Park City Boundary Project (a 
result of collaboration between artist Jody Pinto 
and landscape architect Steve Martino) makes the 
most profound connection to the region’s deep 
structure, in concept. However, the concept falls 
short of its promise largely because it does not 
challenge prevailing changes occurring in its sur
roundings. The plan originally conceived of the 
s}K>t as a city gateway, an entrance into PlM)enix 
from Scottsdale and 'lempe along a major road.
It became a “boundary’ project” when neighboring 
Scottsdale added funding. In the end, the project 
is effective as neither a gateway nor a boundary.

Martino told me the City' Boundary' Project is 
“a shrine to agriculture, irrigation and nature” 
because “the manipulation of water flow is why 
we’re here in Phoenix in the first place."^ 'I'he 
project consists of a 240-foot aqueduct wall built 
of stacked stone. The aqueduct colleens rain water 
and distributes it to “farming terraces” or reten
tion basins that are created by low, branch-like 
walls. There are also seven fieldstone markers 
that direct viewers to municipal, historical and 
natural sites in the region and are aligned with 
the summer solstice.

Martino and Pinto found regional precedents 
for the design in the uphill sides of the region’s 
canals and the tanks built by cowboys for their 
livestock. In those landscape elements, the pooled

Frederick Steiner

Connecting Infrastructure t%
Deep StructurC^r
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From within the earth, if such a vantage point 
were possible, the form of Phoenix almost makes 
sense. The V’alley of the Sun is a broad, fertile 
alluvial plain within ridges of hard rock. The deep 
geological structure, combined with the hot, 
arid climate and the flows of water at the surface 
and below the ground, set the stage for life in 
the region. Life flourishes in the valleys and has 
a more difficult time on the steep, hard rocks.

An understanding of this deep structure was 
fundamental to the 1988 Phoenix Arts Commission 
public art plan.* This knowledge was to be used 
to illuminate and redirea the superimposed urban 
infrastructure. How well do these artistic modifica
tions connect infrastructure to the underlying 
geologic, hydrologic and climatic processes?

A visual language, a design aesthetic, that 
reflects the nature and the culture of the region is 
clearly emerging. Along Central Avenue, Phoenix’s 
main street, petroglyph-inspired medallions are 
attached to light posts. Narive-American refer
ences appear repeatedly, on pots along parkways

Top; Worting 2on« 4.0, 
Papago PariE/Pueblo Grand*, 
from lh« 1988 pton.
Above: Papago Parfc/City 
Boundary Proi«ct 1992. 
Oesignert: iody Pinto, Stave 
Martino. Photo: Craig Smith.
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freeway excavation inspired Zwak’s imageiy.
She literally dug into the deep structure of the 
region for the construction material of the 
column surfaces. Zwak and tw'o assistants spent 
4,000 hours applying 150 tons of adobe to the 
overpass columns and walls. Adobe is, of course, 
a traditional southwestern building material, 
comprised of earth, water and straw.

The Thomas Road Overpass looks organic, 
as if it grew' out of the place, and is certainly 
unlike any other highway liridge, It was an instant 
success, which is amazing because the parkway 
was controversial, having divided neighborhoods 
and antagonized community residents. Zwak 
responded in an almost cliched way: involve 
people in a project and they w'tll take ownership 
in it and he its stewards. The theory works, a 
truth too often overlooked in public projects.

Zwak invited residents, city officials and other 
members of the overpass design team to leave their 
marks in the w’et adobe. Some imprinted their hands 
and feet, several inscribed names, others imbedded 
things with meaning from their lives, such as drill 
bits, a wTench, a padlock, a hubcap, treasured rocks, 
shells and a lucky penny.’ Zwak supenised the 
placement of all the objects and interacted with 
each of the participants.

'I'he reaction to the 'Phomas Road Over|iass is 
in sharp contrast to another Squaw Peak Park"way 
project: “Wall Cycle to Ocorillo” (known locally as 
the “parkway pots”). 'I'he artists sought to connect 
their work to the region; many of the vessels have 
obviously Native-Anierican-inspired markings, 
others incorjmrate plants, water features or solar 
lighting. But the result was superficial; the pots 
appear to be more decorative than inspiring. Nor 
were these artists as successful in involving the 
community as Zwak. 'Ilie artists did consult the 
community and design a few sheltered sitting areas, 
but the overwhelming public reaction was negative.

The Phoenix Arts Commission plan sought 
to put “place hack into infrastructure." Many 
of the projects inspired by the plan have, indeed, 
created links between project and place, between 
human culture and the deep structure of the 
region. The surface landscape now reflects the 
deep structure in new and interesting ways.
But the most successful projects still require 
connections to the local population.

water results in new concentrations of vegetation, 
called “green ups,” and the same thing was sup
posed to happen at the City Boundaiy Project.

At ground level, the City Boundary' Project is 
a disap|K)intment. One is impressed by the crafts
manship of the walls but they are dominated by 
both the immediate environment as well as the 
larger landscape context to the point of blending in 
without distinction. There has not l>een a notice
able green up l>ehind the terraces. Instead, there are 
several dead or dying plants. Too little distinguishes 
this place from others in Papago Park: a gateway 
or Imundary' should make a more obvious mark.

'I'he lack of connection or reference to the 
overall context is the biggest disappointment. To 
the south is the main body of the park, with power 
lines cutting across its edge. Catty-comer to the 
northeast is the Scottsdale Auto Park. 'Fo the 
north, the Oakland Athletics spring training facil
ity' continues to sprawl and the National Guard 
launches frequent noisy overflights of helicopters. 
Since the project was completed, there has been 
an increase in turf and high-|X)le lighting because 
of baseball fieltls and an overall degradation of 
environmental quality, rather than an effort to 
encourage the restoration of the former glory 
of the Sonoran cactus-dominated landscape.

'Fhe Thomas Road Overpass provides a signif
icant comiection between infrastructure, commu
nity and deep structure. The plan identified the 
Squaw' Peak Parkway as a prime op[>ortunity in 
designing the city’s infrastructure because of its 
scale and centrality. Artist Marilyn Zwak called 
her design of the overpass “Our Shared Environ
ment,” an apt title. Zwak and engineer Jerry' Can
non created six reptile-shaped support columns, 
each twenty-four feet tall, to support the bridge. 
Eighteen relief panels of human, abstract and 
animal images adorn the columns and the walls.

Hohokam artifacts found at the site during the

Left end above: "Our 
Shared Environment* (Thomas 
Road Overpass). 1990.
Artist: Marilyn Zwak. 
Photographs: Craig Smith.

Notes
1. Phoenix Arts Commission, 
PtMicAn Works: TheArizotu 

Modtb (Phoenix; 1992).
2. Frederick Steiner,

“Basins Designed to Retain 

V\'ater, Aid Vegetation,"
I'he Phoevix Gazette

(27 March 1992): Ei-Ea.
}. Lj-nn Pync, “City Stops for 

Roadside Art," The Phoenix 

Gazette(1^June 1990): Di.
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Phil Jones

An Evolving Mission
Phoenix’s public art program was tested and 
almost eliminated during the unfortunate contro
versy over the “Wall Cycle toOcotillo” in 1992- 
Reason prevailed, however, and the dialogue that 
took place between city leaders and the Phoenix 
Arts Commission resulted in revisions to the city’s 
percent-for-art ordinance.

The changes refined the Arts Commission’s 
role in administering the program and strength
ened the role of citizens, other city departments 
and the city council in commissioning public art. 
For example, samples of an artist’s past work are 
shown to a council subcommittee prior to con

tract approval. Pro[K)sed 
designs are shown to all 
council members before 
artwork is fabricated. The 
process sometimes seems 
more cumbersome, but it 
has helped build support 
for the program.

The arts coimnission 
has continued to imple
ment the public art pro
gram in accordance with 
the goals of the 1988 
master plan. We still place 
a high priority on involv
ing artists as members of 
design teams planning 
major infrastructure pro
jects. We alsf) try to inte
grate art into the fabric of 
neighborhoods as much as 
possible. For e.xainple, we 
have asked artists to design 
wall treatments for booster 
and pump stations (ele

Rlght: S«vera( in a series of 100 
steel tree guards on Ounlap 
Avertue in the Surtnyslope 
neighborhood. Artist: Garth 
Edwards. Photo: Craig Smith. 
Below; Several In a series of 300 
medallions affixed to light poles 
on Central Avenue. They depict 
contemporary interpretations of 
traditionai Native-American 
imagery and symbols. Artists: 
Howard Ske, Juan Navarette. 
Patricia Navarette, Doug 
Weigel. Photo: Craig Smith.

ments of our water system) throughout the city.
At the same time, we are responding to new 

opportunities and changing political realities. We 
are developing public art projects that involve 
voung people (a Police Activities League photog
raphy project) or focus on community education 
(artist-designed spaces or educ*ational programs 
that demonstrate the use of recyclable materials in 
landscape design, the botanical uses for reclaimed 
water and the functions of rec>'cling centers and 
wastewater treatment facilities). W’e are also 
trying to direct more of our resources into inner- 
city areas, which have seen less capital develop
ment than other parts of the city.

Our plan for 1996-97 includes thirtj'-eight pro
jects in various stages of implementation, with a 
total program allocation of $3.5 million (similar to 
the amounts budgeted a few years ago). The staff 
we have to administer these projects, however, has 
been cut by half. Next year, we will begin updating 
the 1988 plan. Our new plan will acknowledge 
both the city’s growth over the past decade and 
changes in our capital program priorities.

Community involvement and education have 
been vital to the success of Phoenix’s public art 
program. Citizens serve on the artist selection 
panels and neighborhood organizations con
tribute to the development of each project. The 
involvement of citizens and artists, through par
ticipation in public forums, will be an essential 
part of planning future art projects and revising 
the 1988 master plan.
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William Morrish

Raising Expectations
lVillia?n Morrish was a co-author of the Phoenix 
Public.-irt Plan. Places asked him to reflect on the 
impact of the plan.

Phoenix’s art program added to and was a cata
lyst for the idea that the city could have public 
places — places that are beautiful and thoughthil 
and ingenious. The greatest impact of the pro
gram was that the discussion of design actually 
began in the city. There was an explosion of pro
jects. The new library (recently opened) won 
approval; the I leard Museum gained momentum.

Our idea for “working 7>ones” was to identify 
projects that were powerful, \i\id and compelling, 
and use them to inspire agencies to be creative 
with other projects, too. \Ve wanted to send the 
message that public works can be culturally rich, 
rather than politically divisive. We wanted people 
to come to the table on their own, and some 
departments did start thinking that way.

We also looked at private-sector initiatives, to 
bring them to the game. Central Avenue is a good 
e.\ample. Near the Heard Museum there’s a new 
office complex that has a sandstone fountain and 
public space that spills onto the street. 'Fhe art 
program helped bring attention to places where 
people spend time.

On the '"H'all Cycle to Ocotillo”controveney: 'I'he

“parkway pots" were just an e.xcuse. There was 
fundamental shift in cit)' hall, which began to 
argue that even general landscaping was a waste of 
tax dollars, that there is no economic benefit to an 
art program. I'he previous mayor believed that 
public art does have an economic benefit, that vis
ible expressions of civic pride contribute to a posi
tive social atmosphere and neighborhood stability.

The city is also maturing. Citizens are thinking 
about things they can do to enhance their neigh
borhood — revitalizing neighlmrhood parks, 
fixing streets and iniproring transit nodes. V\ e 
alw'ays sensed that after the first wave of infra
structure, the program would have to shift to 
neighliorhood-based projects.

On public art and urban design: It’s important to 
remember that public art is not urban design. 
Urban design should be about civic art, but it also 
has to be concerned about city functions and ser
vices. Public art opens up doorway's to creative 
thinking about designing the city, but being a 
point of entry into the imagination is not enough 
to sustain all the functional critera that urban 
design has to address.

When you see the 'Fhomas Road Overpass, 
you arc reminded of a number of urban design 
themes, but the art is not a functional element by 
itself. At the solid waste transfer station, the 
essence of the art was to think about architecture; 
it’s less visually didactic than it is a working exam
ple. I would argue the pots project tried too hard 
to solve urban design issues, but the pots them- 
selve,s weren’t enough to carry it off.

Top: *De««rt Passages,* 1990. 
Artist^jesigned trail through 
Lookout Mountain Park. 
Artists: Roger Asay and 
Rebecca Davis. Photograph: 
Craig Smith.
Above: Water main hatch 
covers. 199S. Artist: Michael 
Magikh. Photo: Michael 
Magikh.
left: Patrick Park Plaza, 1992. 
Artist served on a city design 
team developing streetscape 
amenities and community 
plaza. Artist: Jody Pinto. 
Photo: Bob Rink.
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Outdoorrnia Theaters
•.. when the drama has been simplest,

lit up by the joyofhvmg, it has had its
most genuine and

setting in the open.
- Sheldon Cheney, The Open Air Theater, ,9,8



Sidney B. Cushing Amphithe
ater. Ml. Tamaipais, Marin 
County, Calif., 1994. Courtesy 
Anton Grassl.

Outdoor theaters have a uniquely close relation
ship to the landscapes they inhabit, particularly to 
the earth from which they are carved. Similar to 
tlie earthworks of todays environmental artists, 
they provide poignant insight into how a culture 
regards the landscape and nature. r..\emplar\- out
door theaters — constructed in America’s estate 
gardens, parks, campuses and development pro
jects — can provitle models for creating memo- 
rahle relationships between structure and site 
that reveal the unique character and spiritual 
power of a particular landscape.

Tthlay we often asswiate outtltHir theaters 
with large commercial facilities that offer music 
concerts to capacity crowds or historical dramas 
to summer tourists. Although outd(M>r theaters 
can he Iniilt at a fraction of the cost of similarly 
sized ind(H)r theaters, they frequently mimic the 
eharacierisdc's of indoor theaters rather than cap
italize on the unique opportuniU’ of gathering 
citizens together in the landscape.

This disregard of the landscape setting in

theater design was not always the case. During 
the early 1900s a “new drama” movement focused 
the creative energies of an avant-garde group 
of theatrical professionals, naturalists and design
ers on creating open air theaters that were an 
antidote to the increasing technical and commer
cial concerns ofindtHir theaters. Influenced by 
(ireek artistic and democratic ideals, these the
ater entluisiasts envisi{)iied theaters as commu
nity structures that would contribute to the 
spiritual and civic well-lieing of .•\merican life by 
making the joys, g(M>d health and inspiration 
of nature available to ail.

I'his civic and environmental idealism was still 
evident in theaters built in the t920s and in the 
Wbrks Progress .Administration theaters of the 
1930S and ’40s. After \\brld War II, theater man
agers began ujMlating older theaters and building 
new outdoor theaters with plastic seats, lighting 
structures, sound systems, concession facilities 
and canopies to provide the amenities found in 
interior theaters. I'he resulting structures often
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obliterated vistas and destroyed the tojKJgraphv, 
vegetation and other natural patterns of the origi
nal landscape. 'J'his shift of design priorities from 
the interj^retation of the landscape setting to a 
fascination with technology and physical comfort 
has resulted in contemporary outdoor theaters 
that are not much ilifterent from indoor theaters 
with a hole in ilie roof.

Tcnlay, public concern for the preservation of 
natural environments has made it crucial that 
designers understand the opportunities and limi
tations of placing structures in the landscape.
In spite of these concerns, designers accept any 
contem|>orary suburb as a testament to the com
mercial pressure to disregard the landscape 
entirely. It is daunting to realize that structures 
designed to showcase artistic endeavors — such 
as outdoor theaters — have also relegated the 
landscape to incidental importance.

Nttt all the news is had. Knight’s “favorable 
atmosphere” persists in many older outdoor the
aters that continue to attract large audiences.
'Fhe l>cst known of these prc-World War IT the
aters is (iolorado’s beautiful Red RtK'ks Theater, 
designed by the architect Burnham 1 htyt in 1936 
and built by the Civilian ('onseivation Coqis. 
Despite what is consideretl a small seating capac
ity (9,000) that limits revenue. Red Rocks consis- 
tendv wins Pollxtur magazine’s “best outdoor 
concert venue” survey of perionners.

In other older theaters and at various impr»>mptu 
found sites, audiences and perfonners frequently 
adapt to hard seats, awkward sight lines, minimal

... through the spoken work, the rendition of 

music, through song and dance the outdoor 

theater can contribute to mental, physical and 

spiritual growth. If it is healthful to exercise, 

work, play, and sleep in the open, it should 

be even more beneficial to have our finer 

sensibilities unfolded in the same favorable 

atmosphere.

— Kmerson Knight, Landscape architect, 

Outdoor Theaters and Stadiums in the 

in The Architect ifnd Engineer^ 1924

u

u

VW'est,

Background: Bohemian 
Grove Theater, Guerneville, 
Catif. From Sheldon Cheney, 
The Open Air Theater, 1918. 
Inset: Theosophical Society 
Greek Theater, Point Loma, 
Calif., 1912. Courtesy San Diego 
Hrstorkal Society, photograph 
collection.
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stage lighting, rain and overhead air trailic to 
participate in cultural and civic events that engage 
the landscape, .^n understanding of these memo
rable older theaters can rekindle our commitment 
to creating structures that interpret and highlight 
a .site’s unique natural character and, conse- 
quentlv, inspire reflec*tion on how culture can 
interface with the beauty and rhythms of nature.

Locating theater precedents that successfully 
interpret their site is difficult since there are only 
t>vo American books on outdoor theaters: The 
Opt n-Air Theater by theater critic Sheldon 
C'heney and Outdoar Theaters (1917) by landscape 
architect P'rank \\'augh. 'I'he majority of the 
case study theaters in these liooks are still intact 
and in active use, a testament of the appeal and 
endurance ofthoughthdly designed theaters.
Both books discuss explicitly how the theaters 
address their surrounding landscapes, indicating 
this era’s focus on the landscape.

V\’ith insights pertinent to conieinporarv- 
design, (Iheney^ book differentiates two design 
approaches. ITis “architectural theater” is most 
clearly depicted in the Inioks images of the 1901 
Point Loma, C>alif., Theosophical Society Greek 
Theater. This type juxtaposes strong geometric 
forms against the surrounding landscape to reveal 
characteristics of the site that might otherwise 
go unnoticed, such as a steep slo|>c or an unusual 
rock formation that is highlighted by placing a 
contrasting wall behind it. The 'Lheosophical 
Society Theater’s white geometric forms contrast 
sharply with the adjacent canyon and coastline, 
focusing our attention on their rugged shapes. 
Like its classical fJreek precedent, the still intact 
Theosophical Theater was sited for its view from 
the theater rather than by the appearance of die 
theater itselfin the landscape.

(Cheney’s “nature theater” merges w ith the 
landscajie. giving the impression that it is a part 
of its natural surroundings. U'ilh a stage back
ground of vegetation or the landscape beyoml, 
this theater type implies that Inith perfonners and 
audience are merely a part of the scenery. Seating 
is tyq>ically integrated into the to|)ography, is 
built from materials indigenous to the site and is 
often interrupted by vegetation or stones. At one 
of Cheney’s examples, the Ciuerncnlle, C>alif., 
Bohemian Grove Theater, the stage evolved 
gradually on a redwood covered .slope during the 
late nineteenth century. Its unique vertical stage 
still accommodates the annual (rrove Plays, in 
which actors appear on three different levels frtim 
behind the redwwids.

The two (California theaters dcrscrihc<l in this 
article, .Mount I lcli.\ Nature Theater ami .\li. 
Talimlpais Mountain 'I'heater, do not fit neatly 
into these c-ategories. but instead exhibit proper
ties of both theater tvpcs. I'he fonna! concepts of 
both theaters liegan with simple geometric itlcas 
that, like (Cheney’s architectural theater, contrast 
with the geometries of the natural site. But these 
forms are modified, adjusted and distorted to 
res|M)nd to the natural patterns of the particular 
site. Many of these site-s|>ecific adjustments are 
apparent in the initial proposals, but significant 
mfKlificaiions were made during construction 
w hen these schematic ideas were fine tuned to 
the particulars of their immediate landscajies.

A longer version of ihis arti

cle, and the phtrtographs by 

Anton (>rassl, are a part of a 
forthcoming b«>ok and eihi- 

l>ition, (iitat SiteHirks: A 

Selection ofAmerkan Outdoor 
Tbeaiert. 'I'he IxioLwill 
include twenn-five case 
studies of exemplary theaters 

drawn to the same scale with 
jccompanjnng historical anil 

contemporary photographs.

Funding for this research 

was supported In-the N'ational 

FCndowinent for the /\its, 
Design Arts Program, and hy 

the I'nivcrsity of CCalifoniia. 

llerLcle), through its (Com

mittee on Research and the 
Department of Landscape 

Architecture's F.irrand F'lind. 
Research assistants were 

Terry (Clements, (Jail Don

aldson, .Meg (Calldno and 

.Adrienne V\'ong.
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Location; Sloping east 

on a summit 1320 ft. 

above sea level 12 miles 

east of San Diego. 

Designers; Richard 

Requa, architect; 

Emerson Knight, 

landscape architect. 

Construction date; 

1924-25.

Designated seats; 5,000. 

Total capacity with seat

ing on boulders 

and walls: 8,000.

Mount Helix Nature theater
Each Easter since 1925, apprcjximately 7,000 
|>eoplc have attended sunrise services in a grand 
theater atop Alt. Helix, the highest point in San 
Diego County. This mountaintop had attracted 
San Diego residents up a rough helix-shajted road 
to a panoramic vista long before the theater’s 1925 
detlication. Beginning in 1919, Easter worshipers 
walked two and a half miles up the mountain to 
crowd onto bouhlers and makeshift benches for 
a simple sendee w ith a spectacular sunrise view.

One nearby resident, Mary C^arpenter 
Yawkey, came to the mountaintop frequently to 
meditate in this majestic natural setting. When 
Yawkey died in 1923 her daughter, Alary Yawkey 
WTite, and son, Cyrus Carpenter Yawkey 
decided to honor their mother l)y erecting a 
nature theater on top of Alt. Helix for “inspira
tion and public use.” V\Tiite asked F.d Fletcher, 
the local entrepreneur who owned the moun
taintop, to sell the land. Instead, Fletcher 
donated it and designated his 23-year-okl son,
F.d Jr., to oversee construction of the project.

The Yaw keys hired Richard Requa and Emer
son Knight i<i design the theater. Requa was a 
reveretl local architect who had designed many of 
the buildings in Balboa Park. Knight, a San Fran- 
cisex) landscaj>e architect, hatl written extensively 
on outdoor theaters and designed several theaters 
in Northern C^alifomia. The collaboration went 
well and they created a scheme that was distinct 
from the environs yet inspired by the rugged 
nature of the site:

“Alt. Helix rises from the mesas almost 
a perfect cone in outline to an altitude of 1,500 ft. 
A site more inspiring, more ruggedly picturesque, 
more accessible or otherwise more perfectly fitted 
to its purpose could hardly be found the world 
over. ...Every cut and fill, every rock formation 
and boulder and even every plant and shrub must 
l>e carefully considered so that perfect harmony 
of parts and unity with the setting is secured and 
maintained” (Requa, 1925).

i he two jnen proposed a symmetrical, fan
shaped scheme to be built of indigenous stone and
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fiJf ,
concrete coIf>recl to mutch the local soil. The the
ater’s symmetrical layout was slightly coinpro- 
misetl by an eroded periphery that accommodates 
large rock outcroppings. The convex shape of the 
mesa clearly conflicts with the expected 1m)wI 
shape of a theater, hut Knight and Kc<|ua .saw the 
power of this rugged site, with its e.xtraordinarv' 
view, as rea-son enough to locate a theater there.

'I'hey then looked to the site itself tf) create a 
theater form that reflected the topography. The 
auditorium is long and narrow to minimize the 
amount of fill required to counter the conical 
shape of the mesa. The most unique adaptation 
is the way the aisles and central seating rise alxive 
the side sections to reflect the site’s convexity, 
creating modulated shadow patterns along the 
steppeil aisles;

“This (convex) fonn has been preserx ed by so 
constnicting the seats as to leave the middle sec
tion a foot higher than the side sections. The 
transition is effected first by a step down from the 
middle section to the adjoining aisles, and then by 
another step from these aisles down to the sitle 
sections” (Knight, 192^).

-•Vlthough the theater was primarily built of 
materials found on the site, concrete and steel 
reinforcing were brought to the confined working 
area on a daily basis. In a recent interview con-

tion that wtiuld require canying dnx:k and soil 
down the mountain. Due to the almost daily 
adjustments to subsurface contlilions and an initial 
survey that bad inaccurately located rock outcrop
pings, Requa risiied the site several rimes a w eek 
to oversee the adaptation of the schematic plan.

'['he stage and lower tiers of seating were con
structed with tninor modifications from the origi
nal design, but my recent field measurements 
indicate that the design of the upper seating tiers 
was changed substantially to accommodate 
bedrock ami outcroppings that became intimate 
bo.xseats. The theater’s long northern aisle focuses 
on one of these picturesque box seats before 
taking a sharp diversion around it. I'he original 
design’s consistent i; 3 slope was adjusted in the 
lop tiers to steeper slopes to avoid bedrock, thus 
giving the theater’s profile a distinctive bend that 
is immediately apparent as one enters.

It is the distortions of the “perfect” geometries 
of the original pro|K)sal that give the theater its 
visual excitement and highlight the rugged, spiri
tual character of tlie natural site, making it a place

Plan and section of Mt. Helix 
Theater, as built. Courtesy 
Linda Jewell.
Below: Mt. Helix Theater under 
construction. 192S. Courtesy 
San Die90 Historical Society. 
Union-Tribune photograph. 
Bottom: Mt. Helix Theater, 
1994. Courtesy Anton Grassl.

struction manager F.il h'letcher, Jr, now 94, remi- that visitors return to again ami again. The only
nisced about the difficulties in transporting car- interruption of the annual Easter ohsen ance was
h)ads of cement, tons oferushed rock, sand, steel between 1942 and 1945, when the army occupied
and lumber up the mountain slope. 'Fhey were the site. Today tlie theater accommodates ntJt
able to bring only enough material for a day’s only the sunrise service, but also dramas, musical
work at a time, and they carefully avoided excava- events, graduatifins and weddings.



Sidney B. Cushing Amphitheater
#Location: South-south

west facing slope of 

Mount Tamalpais, 

Marin County, Califor

nia, twelve miles north 

of San Francisco. 

Elevation: 2,000. 

Designers: Emerson 

Knight and Paul 

Holloway, landscape 

architects.

Construction dates:

Site clearing and earth

work, 1913-29J rock 

seating, 1934-41. 

Seating: Up to 6,000, 

but presently restricted 

to 3,750.

'5.-,

was donated to the state and the Civilian Conserva
tion (^or])sbejfan to build the stone scats.

Knight was inspired by CJreek theaters' 
implied ass<K.*iation with deiiKKracj', their simplic- 
it)’ and their cla.s.sic symmetry. At the same rime, 
his focus on maintaining the existing character 
and structure of the site’s contorted topography is 
clear. 1 lis scheme stretches the traditional semi
circular (ircek theater horir.ontally across the site 
while maintaining the focus on a flat, e.ssentially 
symmetrical, stage. Because two sleep ravines had 
cTtss-trossed the stage area, this move required 
considerable fill and stone retaining walls — a 
clear imlication of Knight’s willingness to manip
ulate the site to meet his design intentions.

But the schematic proj>osal also plavs homage 
to the natural structure of the site. 'Hie auditorium 
seating, rather than continuing the ovoid shape of 
the stage, rapers into the e.visdng toftography to 
avoid the end wall that would have been necessart’ 
to complete the svinmciry. I he plan also has 
sul)tle warps and bends that reflect the kxrations of 
the steejKT slopes and the drainage ravines. And

In the carlv igoos, hiking at .\It. rainalpais was 
a popular Bay Area pastime, fueled by a national 
conservation movement and magazine articles 
praising the virtues of nature and healthy (mtd(H)r 
activities as an escape from city congestion. Three 
hikers discovered the exceptional acoustics of a 
howl-shaped .Mount Tam site in 1912. They imme
diately iK'gan planning an event that would include 
a hike to the site, a picnic and an open-air drama.

On May 13,1913,1,200 people hiked either the 
eight miles from Mill Valley or the one mile from 
the railroad stop to see the first mountain play, 
Abrahinn nml Lumc. This first performance was 
deemed a succe.ss and the Mountain l^lay Associa
tion was formed to present a play annually. Over 
the next 12 years, brush clearings were the only 
improvements made to the site, even though the 
steep slopes of both stage and auditorium created 
challenging operating conditions.

In 1925, shortly after Mt. I lelix was dedicated, 
Kmerson Knight began designing the Mt. ramal- 
pais Mountain 'I’heater. Serious construction on 
the scheme did not l>cgin until 1934 when the site
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mem that stones should not be cut so that a char- Plan and section of Syndey
B. Cushing Amphitheater, asacter of “age-old ruggedness” was not compro- built. Courtesy Linda iewell.

inised. Mt)re than half of their stones’ bulk is Top: Syndey B. Cushing
Amphitheater, 1994.l)eIow grade to avoid using cement binder giving
Courtesy Anton Grassl.

the feeling that the structure will remain secure left: Mt. Tamalpals theater
under construction. Courtesyand intact for centuries.
Special Collections, College of

Today visitors approach this cxtraordinan- Environmental Design

Structure from the top, looking down onto rows Library. University of Califor
nia, Berkeley.if irregularly sized stone that bleml with the sur

rounding landscape anil do not distract from the
powerful distant views. As one moves down to References

Scan CarrcjU, "Mt. Helix 

Nature Iheatre — .\ (iift tn 
Us .UU.” in {jxkout Avffiue 

(I,a Mesa Historical Sociew 

Newsletter. May 1990I.

take a seat, the sweeping, curved geometr)’ of the 
terraced scats provides a sharp contrast to the 
rugged natural terrain — a contrast punctuated by 
the protrusion of angular rock outcrops and pic
turesque native oaks into the graceful arcs. As one 
descends to the stage and looks back to the audi
torium, the view is of an imposing stack of hori
zontal stone bands that gracefulh' dip dow nward 
to reveal the location of the old drainage ra\ ine.

This choreography highlights !)oth the 
strength of the concepts idealized geometry and 
the ability of the landscape to mold this geometr)- 
into an e.xperience that heightens our understand
ing of the site. 'I he reflecti\ e viewer leaves with 
the confidence that human culture and nature can

the gracefully curv ing rows are interrupted by 
native oaks and protruding rock foniiations.

Recent field measurements and air photos of 
the as-built theater make it apparent that the dis
tortions of the Greek theater plan became much 
more pronounced through field adjustments 
iluring construction. Although the final organiza
tion of fort)- rows of seats, three horizontal aisles 
and four curv ed vertical aisles remains similar to 
the schematic plan, the seat widths, seat heights 
and vertical slopes varv’ in profile to accomodate 
the topography. ’J he upper tiers of seats, instead 
of following a consistent elevation, move up and 
down with the natural slope, creating undulations 
in the horizontal bands of stone to demarcate the 
location of the olil ravine and drainage sw ales.
The subtle warping tow ards the site’s filled 
drainage ravine became an axis that reorients the 
seating around the old ravine and creates an assy- 
metrical stage.

Under the direction of Knight and C:CC land
scape architect Paul Holloman the seating was 
constnicted over a four year period. VVbrkcrs 
carefully located 600- to 2,000-pound local 
stones that had two weathereil surfaces at right 
angles to one another to provide flat seats and ver
tical risers for the terraced seats. Knight was ada-

Sheldon Chenty, Tbc Open 

. Ur Theater (Kcv. \(>rk: ,\1. 
Kfnncrly, 1918}.

Lincoln Fairiej', Moant ihnal- 

pais: .•( Hhtoiy iS-xn I'ranciac»>: 
Scottwall .Ussixiates, 1987).

I jiicrson Kniglit, “Mountain 

I heati-r on .Mt. Tamalpais,” 

in landscape An'hiteitmT 
Qiurterly «.\ioIh.t 1959): 5-9.

r.merson Knight,
“()unl*x>r I'heaters and 

.Stadiums in the West."
The . in bitect and Engineer 

(August 1924): 55-91.

Kmerson Knight, “The 
Mount Helix Nature The

ater,” in.-( Book of Memories 

for the Ages (l)edicaiion 
Publication, 1925).

Richard Kei|ua. “My (Jreat- 

cst ()|>portunity,” in A Book of 
.MtroonVs^or tit Ages (Dedi
cation Puldicaiion, 1925).

Frank ^Vaugh. Outdoor 
'/ifrfferf (Boston: R,(.i. 

Badger, 1917).

not only coexist hut also enhance each other.
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Where Waterworks Meet Nature Cynthia L. Girling

Precipitation

Precipitation f/fj 

Interception f EvaporationMelt Runoff

Evaporation
Evaporation Surface 

Runoff.Overland
Flow

Transpiration
/Infiltration Overland
FlowPercolation Underground

ConveyanceSurface Storage

Streamflow

Right; Diagram of natural 
versus urban hydrology. 
Courtesy Kerry KenCairn. 
Opposite page; Diagram of 
water purification process 
in Shop Creek. Denver. Colo. 
Designer; Wenk Associates. 
Courtesy Kerry KenCairn.

and stormwater removal have been regarded as 
autonomous systems, hidtlcn in umlerground 
pipes and physically separated from public spaces. 
(Conventional systems involve vast networks of 
underground sewers that feed into open channels 
and, evenluallv, into natural water\vays.

Building and maintaining these systems is 
costly, yet they often fail tti control runoff under 
extreme flood conditifms. Moreover, it is now 
understood that urban runoff is a major contribu
tor to water jwllutifin — carrying contaminants 
like oil from vehicles, heavy metals, toxic chemi
cals used in dailv life, pesticides, hcrbicide.s and 
fertilizers to natural waterways — and that it 
should be cleaned iK'fore l)eing dunijKd into 
rivers, lakes or oceans.

Streams and wetlands, always valued for their 
visual, educational and recreational values, are now 
recognized for the vital role they play in storm 
water management. In natural surface hydrology, 
forested uplands hold water close to w'here it falls, 
reducing the quantity of ninoff, while riparian 
corridors filter runoff and .stabilize streambanks, 
Wetlands are large storage basins and help filter 
out silt and break down some pfjllutants.

Cities nationwide are recognizing the valuable 
ecological role rijiarian corridors, wetlands ami 
other elements «>f natural surface water systems 
play in reducing, slowing, filtering and tem- 
|>orarily storing surface runoff.

This expanded concept of the value of natural 
systems in urban areas has also broadened 
approaches to open space planning. In the past, 
parks and recreation planners were concerned 
exclusively with providing green space and facili
ties for public recreation. Now, because of 
increased concern for the quality and health of 
the urban environment, planners are taking a 
broader view —an ecosystem perspective. Open 
space is being retjuired to meet the needs of 
increasingly diverse populations vvliile serving 
clearly defined environmental functions, such as 
controlling floods, enhancing water quality and 
preserving wildlife habitat.

Recent trends in stormwater management 
provide a clear example. In the past, flood control
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Bellevue's Open Drainage System 

Bellevue, a suburb of Seattle, is an exeinple of how 
cities can reclaim their natural systems by coordi
nating open space and surface drainage planning. 
In just over forty years, it has grown from a small 
settlement of 6,000 people in a hilly, forested 
landscape into Seattle’s predominant edge city, 
with a population of more than 100,000 and 
businesses that employ more than 80,000.

In the mid-1970s, at the insistence of citizen 
activists, planners in Bellevue made some land
mark decisions that caused it to have dramatically 
differentsettlement patterns and landscape char
acter than most suburban cities. One concern was 
that Bellevue's rapid suburbanization was stress
ing the area’s remnant natural s>-stems. Backed by 
a University of Washington study that predicted 
the destruction of the Kelsey Creek fishery', a 
group of residents' (organized as the Citizens 
Advisory Committee on Stream Resources) asked 
the city’ to preserve riparian areas and prevent 
fijrther degradation of water resources. At the 
same rime, man)' of the newly annexed areas of 
the city' were experiencing frequent flooding, 
and residents there were calling for action, too.

"I'he city' decided to augment natural drainage 
systems to handle urban stonnwater, rather than 
to buikl extensive new underground piped systems. 
City’ engineers in the newly established Stormwa
ter Utility Department estimated that a surface 
drainage system would cost thirt)’ percent less than 
a conventional underground s)’stem, despite land 
acquisition a>sts that were four times as great.

By the 1980s Bellev'oie had what was considered 
a ground-breaking storm drainage system, initially 
designed by a Seattle consulting team, Kramer, 
Chin and Mayo-Water Resources Engineers 
and Yoder. Trotter and Orlob and Associates. The 
system was characterized by a fine structure of 
naturalized local waterways — vegetated swales, 
creeks and streams — |>eriodically interrupted by

Storm Flow 
EntryLow Flow Inlet

Plunge Pool

Low Flow 
Channel' I'l

Purifying
Wetlands Energy

Dissipating
Island

Soil/Concrete 
Drop Structure

natural ponds and wetlands or consmicted dams 
and detention basins. Within eleven drainage 
basins there are 740 acres of wetlands, fifty miles 
of open streams, three small lakes and numerous 
ponds. Engineered interventions include small 
dams or hand-operated weirs at the heads of flood 
control ponds. Several major flood control sites 
are monitored and controlled by computer.

The system was designed to take advantage 
of the flood control, water iiuality and wildlife 
habitat values of riparian corridors and wetlands. 
At first, the primar\- mandate of the stormw ater 
agency^ was to protect the community' from floods. 
But in 1987, after (kmgress reauthorized and 
amended the Clean \\'ater Act, requiring large 
communities to clean urban runoff before releas
ing it into natural waterw'ay s, Bclle\'ue’s engineers 
began to consider water quality as a serious man
date. The city’s 1994 stonn drainage plan reflects 
those concerns by setting goals to meet state clean 
water standards, upgrade fisheries, maintain a 
natural stonnwater system capable of handling a 
lOO-year flood, acquire and rehabilitare wetJamls, 
preserve habitat for upland species and increase 
the use of native plants city’wide.
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Bellevoie’s Utilities Department and its Parks 
and Community Services Department plan and 
manage tl\e waterways, 'rhese agencies work with 
the same open spaces but use them in different 
ways. 'I'he Utilities Department* has primaiy 
responsibility over water resources, has a budget 
for land acquisition and owns extensive natural 
or semi-natural lands along waterw ays.

The parks department’s mandate is to develop 
a system of open spaces with a strong, though 
not exclusive, orientation to recreation and educa
tion. Its goal is to acquire ten percent of the city’s 
area for public open space, from urban parks and 
plazas to recreational parks and playgrounds to 
sensitive naniral areas with inter|>retive trails and 
limited human access. A second objective is to 
connect these spaces in a greenl>dt, integrating 
recreation, educ'ation and alternative transportation.

Many of the city’s natural opon spaces are 
elements of the storm water system. Each depart
ment owns certain properties, and to maintain 
clarity about their relationships, especially with 
regard to landscape management, the depart
ments make formal agreements. Topically, issues 
related to hydrologx' (such as water quality, the 
quantity and direction of water flow, and stream- 
bank erosion and siltation) are the puniew of

the Utilities Department. Although the Utilities 
Deparnnent undertakes revegetation projects 
and monitors habitat conditions, landscape man
agement is typically passed to the parks depart
ment, which plans, designs and operates all 
recreation facilities and trails.

Expressing an Open Drainage System 

Lake I lills C»reeiibelt Park Iwst exemplifies the 
multiuse aspect of many of Bellevue’s public open 
spaces. I'his 150-acre park, much of it bog or 
wetland, lies within the 100-year flood plain of 
Kelsey CTeek. The site, traditionally farmed by 
.Asian immigrants, continues to be primarily 
agricultural in character while also sening as a 
crucial link in the trail system, a wildlife habitat 
area and a primary cleaning and storage compo
nent of the stonn water system.

At the northern extreme is Larsen Lake, a 
small body of open water surrounded by wetlands. 
The south shore of Larsen Lake has a large 
blueberry tanii, and annual crops are planted on 
lands extending to the south. The steady stream 
of walkers and joggers on the paths through the 
wetlands and along the lake can see a landscape 
teeming with waterfowl, hawks, songbirds and 
the occasional stalking heron, On the ecotone 
between upland residential areas and the green- 
belt there is a ranger station whose employees 
are primarilv engaged in environmental educa
tion. .Adjacent to that is the city’s demonstration 
organic garden. At the southern extreme is
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Left to right:
Street trees, wetland and
Khoolyard at Larsen Lake;
Larsen Lake area; trail passing
through a blueberry farm;
downtown Park; Lakemont 
Park, with a path to residential 
area: Lakemont Park, with 
overview of sand filtration 
beds and detention ponds.
Far left photo by Kenneth 
Helphand. other photos by 
Cynthia L. Girling,

sif)rage of water. Instead, when children began to 
explore the sand filter (unattractive to begin with) 
the Utilities Departmeni erected a chain-link 
fence around it. Now, the heart of this park is an 
inaccessible eyesore.

In an article in Orion magazine’s special issue, 
“Nature by Design,” Joiy Johnson and Douglas 
Johnston explained, “If ecological designers inientl 
to more than mitigate or reverse emironnienial 
degradation (a worthy enough goal), if they want 
to transform public values about their landscapes, 
then they must strive to increase our awareness of 
the interdependence of human and natural ccof- 

In Bellevue, the raw material of check

Phantom Lake, site of a small park and a dock 
for launching nonmotori/.ed craft.

logether these facilities form a hul» of envi
ronmental education and appreciation for the 
community. In times of flooding the whole area 
transforms into a lake that helps protect the 
surrounding homes and the downstream com- 
munit\’ from damage.

Designed landscapes have been less successful 
at achieving a seamless merger between the 
working hydrological system and recreational 
areas. Lakemont Park is proudly cited as the most 
collaborative effort to date between the utilities 
and parks departments. This si.vteen-acre com- 
munit}- park lies in a steep valley between two 
streams and is surrounded by new singlc-familv 
housing. Roughly ten acres betw een the two 
streams has l)een developed. playground, tennis 
courts, a baseball field, picnic areas and trails 
encircle two large storm water facilities, a sand 
filtration bed and a iletention basin.

U’hile the recreational facilities have the simple, 
clean design qualities of many of Belleyme’s parks, 
the drainage facilities have the clumsy, inelegant 
qualities ofa purely functional response. 'I'he 
missed opportunity’ was to create an attractive, 
evocative feature that celebrates the cleansing and

«2ogy...
dams, weirs, detention sites and filtration l>eds all Notes

1. Until 1994, the Stonn and 

Surface VV'ater Utility was -a 
separate department with a 

dedicated fee structure. In 
1994, ail utility departments 
in Bellevue amalgamated.
2. Jury Johnson and Douglas 

Johnston, “Nature Con
structed: Kcological IX-sign 
and Public Understanding,” 

Orion u:i (Wnter, 1993).

exist, 'rhey are the noticeable human interventions 
upon a primarily natural system and they await 
more creative and expressive interpretations of 
the junction of landscape, engineering and art.

General References 
BcUevut Drainage Master 
Plan Summary Report 
(Bellevue, Washington: (aty 

of Bellevue, Utilities Depart

ment, January. 1976). 

Compirhensive Drainage 
Piatt (Bellestie, Washington: 

City of Belle\-ue, Utilities 

Departmeni. 1994).
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TO RALLY DISCUSSION

Reading, fifty years after the end c)fVV(>rld War 
’['wo, the articles in Places 9.3 in which planners 
and architects are exploring their roles in dealing 
with the crises ahead — social, economic, 
environmental — recalls the architects in Britain 
during and after the war, working outside their 
traditional role; their versatility; their capacity 
for sustained hard work under pressure; their 
immense contribution to reconstruction.

['he Depression of the Thirties had shaken 
Britain. Many people had been unemployed. 
Farmers, using sustainable practices learned from 
experience and traditit)n, could not compete 
with cheap, imported fotHl; some of the l>est land 
was disappearing under motorways and the 
factories of new, footlocjse, light industries.
The British in 1939 were resolutely pacifist.

Septe?ftberip)9. Hitler’s troops, having taken 
O.cchoslovakia, invaded Poland, bombed 
VV’arsaw'. Britain declared w'ar. Men and women 
joined the armed forces, h'actories changed to 
war production. Complexes to make war material, 
with houses for workers, were being built by 
contractors in remote countryside.

Kveryone did a full-time job plus volunteer 
work. F.veryone had a ration book for food 
and clothing, a gas mask and an identity card. 
(Ships bringing essential supplies were being 
sunk by the enemy.)

The country was divided into 12 regions, with 
offices of the central government in the regional 
capitals, and a commissioner with executive 
powers, so that if London’s WTtitehall were 
bombed out, the planning of food, labor, fuel, 
power, transport, supplies, trade and information 
would continue. Regional officers exchanged 
information, went regularly to London to meet 
the headquarters staff and colleagues from other 
regions. ’I'hey were also in close contact with 
local administrations in their cities and counties. 
A basic principle of sustainability was being 
observed: “Everything connected.”

May /9./0. Bombing raids began t)n I.ondon 
for fifty .seven consecutive nights. W'lien the

rubble was cleared, there were acres of o|K‘n space 
patterned by street lines in the Cjty of London, 
the East End and the Docklands. 'I'hen provincial 
cities were bombed, the rail networks, the cathe
dral cities and the western ports. WTcn the raids 
stopped in June 1941, 3.5 million houses had been 
damaged or destroyed.

The British government realized that after 
the war Britain would have to rebuild its economy 
in radically different conditions. People’s lives 
would be very different, city governments prepar
ing development plans would need regular infor
mation on national policy; planning of cities and 
amnties woukl have to be coordinated.

Linder the 1932 'Ibwn Planning Act, covering 
“areas ripe for development” adjacent to built-up 
areas only, planning had been a min{)r activity of 
loc*al government, generally in the deparmients 
of the city engineer or surveyor. Now a planning 
system covering alt land was needed.

SeptejHber t^2. \ new planning ministr)’ was set 
up in London with offices in the 12 regional capitals.

The number of experienced planners needed 
to meet the sudden demand was inadequate, hut 
architects were available. \Mlliam I lolford, a South 
African architect who had been leading technical 
teams on factory construction, betame ('hief Tech
nical Planner at the Ministry- in WTiitehall, with a 
multi-disciplinary’ staff. In the Bristol Region, 
probably tyTiical, an experienced surveyor-planner 
superv'ised a staff of five, wiiJr three architects. In 
the Bristol City Engineer’s office, ordinance survey 
maps (the standard map to be used for planning 
across the country) were l>eing updated by a team 
of seven —a retired O.S. surveyor, a mining engi
neer, two local architects, an artist, a planning stu
dent and a bomb disposal officer who, when called 
to a “job,” shook hands, half-joking, all round and 
was cheered on his return.

J944, Beginning in June, 1 litler’s Flying Bombs 
harassed southeast England; l)cginning in Sep
tember, V2 rockets attacked, the whining scream 
of their travel arriving after the explosion. Thou
sands were killed and many more buildings were

Joyce Earley Lyndon
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destroyed before the Allies overran the launching 
sites at the end of March, 1945.

May /945 — victory in Kuro}>e. Britons were thin, 
shabby, grateful and one nation. Working together, 
they had defended and sustained the countr)'.

1^46. Town and country' planners crowded into 
a ball in London to hear Lewis Mumford. /\fter- 
wards, outside, a knot ol people formed around a 
man conspicuous in army uniform — Percy John- 
son-Marshiill, just returneil from Burma. He 
tof)k out of his pocket a liook, I .ilienthal’s Tl '-i — 
Df?nocracy on the Mareb^ “You should buy it”, he 
said, “Ciood value. Ninepence.”

It was a revelation! Few planners in Britain 
then knew that a democratic fonn ot regional 
planning had been operating in 'lennessee since 
1933; (or that a progressive social refonn move
ment in the U.S. early in this century had broad
ened the concept of conservation to include eco
nomics, political science, public administration, 
art and public health, as well as natural resources). 
In poverty’-stricken, rural Tennessee, regioital 
planning was restoring prosperity'. In Britain, 
ironically, the government had just closed all 
the regional offices.

“ Fhe London County Council (Architects 
Department)...attained its postwar e.xcellence 
largely through the brilliant early leadership of 
Robert Matthew anti Leslie .Martin and a young 
corps of inquiring, eager architects... (no 
private work of any kind ctiuld be done.)”^

Thanks to the LCC’s enlightened hiring 
policies, the corps of eager architects designing 
public housing included many women. These 
women had not been tenants in public housing 
or aetjuainted with their clients, but all were still 
living in tight, makeshift spaces, had fed their 
families with the limited choice and amounts 
of foot! available, had repeatedly mended and 
patched their old clothes, had queued with sore 
feet for an hour at the local shop for luxuries just 
delivered (oranges nr bananas, one item per ration 
book) and had experienced disturbed sleep and 
pow er blackouts. Thev knew how to help house

wives and mothers with the design of their houses 
and so ensure stable families.

At County' I lall, land-use planners and archi
tects worked on the same floor, met in the cafete
ria, walked together to buses and tube stations. 
'The women talked about problems — what factors 
determined the |K)sition of the kitchen window, 
besides a view of the children’s play area? Where 
to locale the play areas in relation to hednumi 
windows with night-shift sleepers? Should front 
doors allow eye contact from the doorstep along 
and across the street? .\nd so on. There was only 
one social scientist; she was gentle, knowledge
able and helpful.

The Parks Department, whose staff today 
would explain sustainability in terms of natural 
principles, was in another building and did not use 
ecological words in public. It was clear, even then, 
that while human nature remained much as it had 
always been, following nature’s way of restoring 
equilibrium after changes, by using mechanisims 
evolved over time, was no longer adequate.
The speed and violence of changes and the new 
technologies needeil more effective procedures 
to establish different equilibriums — to begin 
with, better organized and speedier coo|)eration 
between governments, as well as between special
ists and among the public.

In 1959,1 travelled across the United States.
In Tennessee, a Soil Conserxation (Officer was 
happy to explain the agency’s methods and demon
strate successes. The fanners I spoke to were con
tent. 'r\'A officials talked enthusiastically alnnit 
recreation facilities on the reservoirs. But it seemed 
that the spirit Lilicnthal had written about, of 
communities cooperating at the grassroots, was 
not apparent. Perhaps communities need crisis 
conditions to motivate them to work together.
In that case, there arc crises like hurricanes ahead.

Places encouragts comments 
from its readers on articles tee 

publish. Please send letters to us 
at uo Higgins Hall, Pratt 
Institute School ofAnhitecture, 

200 lyUloughi’y Aienue, 
Brooklyn, NV ?;aoj.

Notes
1. David E. Lilienthai, 

■fV'A — Democracy on 
the March (New York: 

Penguin, >944).
2. G.E. Kidder .Smith, 

The blew Architecture 
ofpMTvpe (New York: 

Pelican, 1962).
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FORUM

Streets: Old Paradigm, New Investment

Two years ago, when we decided to characterize 
Pl/jces as “A Forum of F.nvironmental Design,” 
as opposed to simply a journal, we conimittcd to 
sponsoring a range of activities — research, w<»rk- 
shops and public discussions — that could engage 
our readers in new ways and provide content for 
Pina'S and other publications, We are now pleased 
to report on the first events weVe organized.

During the past year. Places' editors convened 
two day-long working sessions at which design
ers, scholars and public officials discussed w'hat 
design issues and resistances are emerging in 
making good, even great, streets a part of every 
community. About 30 j>eople attended one meet
ing at the Universit)- of California, Berkeley, last 
November. About about 40 attended one at Pratt 
Institute in New York, this past April.

The presenters describetl how streets, whose 
role as urban space has been devalued by single- 
minded design standards, a fear of crime and the 
information superhighway, are once again receiv
ing careful design attention. “Since the rum of 
the century, street sections have been drawn by 
engineers. But now streets are being tlesigned 
for many uses,” remarked urban designer Ken 
Greenberg, the keynote commentator in New 
York. “All dimensions in the right of way are 
being tested against each other to make the street 
a comple.x social space.”

Presentations included case studies ol street 
design projects, especially those that approach 
streets as spaces that must be desigtieil for mul
tiple activities. Mike Smiley and John Kriken, 
for example, described how San Francisco’s 
F.mbarcadero is being reborn as a transit, traffic 
and recreational space — as well as a transition to 
the waterfront — now that the Fmbarcadero 
Freeway has been torn down.

Other presenters described new street stan
dards and hierarchies, either proposed or adopted

in coties or guidelines. Greenberg presented 
alternative street design standards he helped the 
province of Ontario, Canaila, prepare. The stan
dards include a wider range of street ty'pes than 
is typical and are related to the fonn of buildings 
along them.

Yodan Rofe presented houlevarti design guide
lines he developed with Allan Jacobs and Fliza- 
beth S. .MacDonald. 'Fhey studied traffic and 
pedestrian patterns on existing boulevards and 
tested alternative designs with transportation offi
cials in several cities. They concluded that boule
vards can carry high traffic volumes yet still be 
vibrant urban places if local and through move
ment are separated properly.

The symposia also examined implementation 
strategies. 'Ferry Bray and Victor Rhodes of Port
land’s transportation department e.xplained how 
they won support from citizens and other public 
agencies for very' narrow street types. Nathalie 
Beauvais of Boston’s Redevelopment Authority’ 
explained how the “Boston Boulevards” project, 
an effort to redesign a web of arterials into a 
coherent network of streets that l>alance auto, 
pedestrian and transit use, grew out of reconstruc
tion projects already scheduled by the city’s public 
works deparmient and the .Metropolitan Boston 
'Fransportation Authority.

This project will result in the accumulation, 
presentation and publication (in a future issue of 
Places and, we hope, a book) of viable case studies 
for street design in a range of contexts — urban, 
older suburbs and newer suburbs. In the long 
run, we hope that the project will inspire an 
ongoing conversation alwut street design through 
follow-up articles, future teaching and design 
projects and, perhaps, subsequent fomms of a 
similar nature.

Phets' streets project is tieing 

assisted with funding from 

the (iraham Foundation.

The Berkeley stTnposium 

was co-sp<msore<f by the 

Urban Places Study (Jrniip, 
and assisted with funding 

from the DeMars Fund at the 

Universit)’ofCalifomia, 

Berkeley, College of F,nvi- 
ronmenial Design.

The Pratt symposium 

was co-sponsored by Pratt’s 
urban design department, 

and assisted with funding 

fnim several firms: 'Fhonip- 

son and Wood; Duany/ 

Plater-Zyberk; and Buck- 
hurst Fish andjacquemart.
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CONTRIBUTORS

Peter Bosselmann Is a professor of urban design at the Univer
sity of California. Berkeley, and director of the Environmental 
Simulation Laboratory, where he has worked on projects in 

San Francisco, New York and Toronto. He is author of Represen
tation of Place!—Reality and Realism in City Design and has 
contributed to many books on urban design research, including 

the Handbook of Residential Street Design.

Edward Lebow manages public art projects for the Phoenix 

Arts Commission.

Joyce Earley Lyndon is a member of the Royal Town Planning 
Institute and a Fellow of the Landscape Institute in the United 
Kingdom. She spent 20years in British planning departments 
and lives on the Rhine in south Germany.

James Brown and Kim Story are architects and urban designers 
in Toronto. The research, teaching and built projects of their 
firm. Brown and Storey Architects, have been centered on 
nature and the design of public space and its connection to 
infrastructure, architecture and the environment.

Elizabeth K. Meyer chairs the landscape architecture depart
ment at the University of Virginia. She recently applied the 
perspectives gleaned from the Mississippi River trip in a cross- 
disciplinary graduate urbanism studio that studied Palmyra, 
a courthouse town located on Virginia's Rivanna River.

Nancy Routledge Connery writes and consults on infrastructure 
finance, performance and design issues in the U.S. and develop

ing countries. She directed a major study of the nation's public 
investment needs for the U.S. Congress in the late 1980s

Frederick Steiner is director of the School of Planning and 
Landscape Architecture at Arizona State University: he also 
serves on the A.S.U. Public Arts Commission. He has worked 
for numerous government agencies on diverse environmental 

topics and currently is leading a team exploring the future 
of a 110 square-mile "undeveloped" portion of Phoenix.Cynthia L. Girling is associate professor of landscape architecture 

at the University of Oregon. She has lectured and published 
on the topics of neotraditional suburbs and retrofitting open 
space systems into the fabric of established suburbs. She has 

authored, wrth Kenneth Helphand, Yard Street Park: The Design 
of Suburban Open Space.

Gary L. Strang is principal of the firm GLS Architecture/Land
scape Architecture in San Francisco. He has designed exhibitions 
in New York, San Francisco and Berkeley that address issues of 
infrastructure. He has taught architecture at the University 
of California, Berkeley, and landscape architecture at the Uni
versity of California, Davis.Heather Hood is an assistant to the editor at Places and a 

graduate student in architecture and city planning at the 
University of California. Berkeley, where she is helping to orga
nize city-building workshops with Oakland Tech High School. 
She comes from Philadelphia, where she served on a committee 
helping to plan the future of the Waterworks.

Robert Wright is a professor at the University of Toronto's 
School of Architecture and Landscape Architecture and Head 
of Special Projects at the Centre for Landscape Research. He 
has been a technical advisor to the Seaton Interim Planning 
Team and was author of a study on the Seaton process.

Ron Jensen is director of public works for Phoenix. He is serving 
as a loaned executive to the president of Arizona State Univer
sity. where he coordinates research activities of city-university 
teams. He was national president of the American Public 
Works Association in 1990-91, artd is currently a member of the 
National Research Council's Board on Infrastructure and the 
Constructed Environment.

Linda Jewell is a professor of landscape architecture at the 
University of California, Berkeley, and is preparirrg an exhibition 
and book on outdoor theater design. She was construction 
editor of Lancfscape Architecture for ten years and is a fellow 

of the American Society of Larvdscape Architects.

Phil Jones is executive director of the Phoenix Arts Commission.

Reed Kroloff is an associate editor at Architecture. He was the 
architecture critic for the Arizona Republic and has written for 
Center and Metropolis. He has taught and practiced architecture 
in Arizona artd Texas, and was educated at Yale and the Univer

sity of Texas. Austin.
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ICONOGRAPHY AND ELECTRONICS 
UPON A GENERIC ARCHITECTURE
Robert Venturi
Venturi's new collection of writings argues for a generic architecture defined by 
iconography and electronics, an architecture whose elemental qualities become 
shelter and symbol.
432 pp. 117 itius. $40.00

THE DANCING COLUMN
On Order in Architecture
Joseph Rykwert
“ The Dancing Column is a book about people. The evolution of the column is 
used as a window to elaborate a unique, complex view of the history of man. 
The depth of this work is staggering. I can’t stop reading it.' — Frank Gehry, 
Architect
600 pp., 315 illus. $75.00

THE ARCHITECT
Reconstructing Her Practice
edited by Francesca Hughes
Through a collection of autobiographical essays, this book examines how the 
introduction of women to the main body of architecture might bring about a 
reconstruction of the orders that shape architectural production and 
consumption.
240 pp.. 121 illus. $35.00

THE DETAILS OF MODERN 
ARCHITECTURE5 s'

(n Q. 
3- » Volume 2:1928 to 1988

Edward R. Ford
This volume contains a wealth of new information on the construction of 
modern architecture. Architectural Review called Volume 1 “an absolutely 
fascinating book.'
350 pp.. 201 illus.. 30 color $40.00
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Original in Paperbackv> u • tn ANYPLACEnv> ^ edited by Cynthia C. Davidson
Brings together a number of the world’s leading architects, philosophers, 
artists, historians, and critics to reflect on the “place* of architecture In 
relationship to thought, politics, art, science, and the developing technological 
realm of cyberspace.
256 pp.. 165 illus. $35.00 paper
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Now in Paperback

CHAMBERS FOR A MEMORY PALACE
Donfyn Lyndon and Charles W. Moore
166 Illus., 4 color $15.00 paper

oiO)(O Now in Paperback

THE CITY OF COLLECTIVE MEMORY
Its Historical Imagery and Architectural Entertainments
M. Christine Boyer
576 pp., 65 illus. $22.50 paper
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